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Abstract
A deformation of standard supersymmetric theories is introduced in the form of non-
anticommutative superspace coordinates. The properties of four such deformed theories
are investigated with a view to exploring the range of theories which may be deformed
in a consistent manner. Emphasis is placed on the renormalisation procedure in each
case and on finding actions which are form-invariant under renormalisation. Firstly, a
deformation of the two-dimensional NV = 2 non-linear o-model is explored and found
to be unrenormalisable. Attention then turns to the four-dimensional Wess-Zumino
model and its extension to Abelian and non-Abelian gauge theories, and the forms that
such actions may take are considered.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Particle physics is described in terms of the powerful formalism of quantum field theory.
The basic premise of this formalism is that elementary particles are considered to be
excitations of a continuous set of quantum harmonicoscillators labelled by space-time
coordinates [1-3]. Quantum field theory, and especially the standard modelof particle
physics, agree remarkably well with experiment [4, 5], providing accurate predictions
for the interactions of elementary particles through the fundamental forces of electro-
magnetism, and the weak and strong nuclear forces. However, the continuously infinite
degrees of freedom introduced by the formalism give rise to the problem of infinite
results for calculations. These infinities are of little consequence in a theory of free
(non-interacting) fields as a simple redefinition of the vacuum sets the infinite contri-
bution to the fields’ energy at zero. Probability amplitudes for the behaviour of free
fields becomefinite relative to this redefined vacuum. However, with the introduction
of interacting fields, matters become rather more complicated and the calculation of
finite amplitudes requires a more careful approach. The process of renormalisation is a
means to remove unwanted divergences from calculations, and the procedures involved
along with their implications will be discussed in chapter4.
Renormalisation does introduce some new problems, however, which require atten-
tion. The solution of one of these, the hierarchy problem, was the motivation for much
of the early work on supersymmetry, a possible source of “beyond the standard model”
physics which will be introduced in chapter 2. In addition, one of the predictions of
renormalisation is that the values of the parameters of a theory will change with the
energy scale (or the inverse length scale) at which the theory is defined. If the coupling
strength of an interaction increases with energy, then it is found through perturbative
calculations to diverge at a finite value known as the Landau pole [6]. The fact that
these couplings diverge at large but finite energies is generally taken as evidence that
quantum field theory (or at least the standard model) is in fact only an effective theory
for low energies and that there is some more fundamental theory that will become ap-
parent at high energies. One suggestion for this theory is that the cutoff appearing in
the renormalisation procedure has a physical interpretation in terms of a fundamental
“eraininess” of spacetime leading to the field of non-commutative geometry [7-9]. It is
the combination of these two ideas, non-commutativity and supersymmetry, that gave
rise to the study of non-anticommutative models which will be introduced in chapter
3. The remaining chapters of this work will each be concerned with a different example
of a non-anticommutative theory and, in particular, how each theory behaves under
renormalisation.
Chapter 2
Supersymmetry
2.1 A History of Supersymmetry
Arguably, one of the most compelling attributes of the Standard Model of particle
physics is its high degree of symmetry. Indeed, the model is almost entirely charac-
terised by its internal symmetries: SU(3)c ® SU(2), ® U(1)y.
A relativistic quantum field theory is also symmetrical under the spacetime symme-
tries of the Poincaré group. In the 1960’s a numberof “no-go theorems” were derived
which forbade the embeddingof the internal symmetries into a larger symmetry group
with the Poincaré group in anything but a trivial fashion. The most comprehensive
of these theorems is the Coleman-Mandula theorem [10] which states that, subject to
certain assumptions, the most general symmetry group that a quantum field theory
may possess takes the form of a direct product of the internal group and the Poincaré
group (or the conformal group in the case of massless fields). One of the assump-
tions of the theorem is that all symmetries involved are bosonic in nature; that is, all
group generators are defined in terms of their commutators. However, if this assump-
tion is relaxed to allow fermionic generators (defined by their anticommutators) then
the Coleman-Mandula theorem may be sidestepped. These fermionic symmetries are
known as supersymmetries.
The first example of a model with a fermonic symmetry arose in string theory
with the supersymmetry existing between bosonic and fermionic excitations on the
two-dimensional world-sheet. This was proposed first by Gervais and Sakita [11] in
1971 and again independently by Neveu and Schwarz [12]. Four-dimensional models
were later discovered independently with different motivations. In 1971, Gol’fand and
Likhtman explored supersymmetry as a possible extension of the Poincaré group [13];
in 1973, Volkov and Akulov introduced a symmetry between bosons and fermions in
the hope that the masslessness of neutrinos might be explained by a symmetrylinking
the particle to the Goldstone boson of an unbroken symmetry [14]; and also in 1973,
Wess and Zuminointroduced the model that bears their names as the four-dimensional
analog of the world-sheet supersymmetry [15].
It has been shown that the supersymmetry algebra is the only non-trivial extension
of the symmetry allowed by the Coleman-Mandula theorem when this assumption is
relaxed. This result is known as the Haag-Lopuszaniski-Sohnius theorem [16]. Shortly
after the concepts of supersymmetry were advanced, the construction of supersymmet-
ric Lagrangians was greatly simplified by the work of Salam and Strathdee [17]. In this
they reformulated supersymmetry in terms of a higher dimensional superspaceconsist-
ing of the ordinary coordinates of spacetime along with anticommuting (Grassmann)
coordinates.
2.2 The Supersymmetry Algebra
The supersymmetry algebra may be derived [18] from the Poincaré group algebra along
with the assumptions of the Coleman-Mandula theorem extended to fermionic genera-
tors. The generators of the Poincaré group obeythe following relations:
[Pu P,] = 0,
[Mw, P,| = UnupFv _ NupFu)s (2.1)
[Mu Moo] = iupMize _ NoMy _ NupMyo + NvoMyup),
where P,, is the generator of translations, M,,, is the rotation generator and 7,, is the
Minkowski metric.
In addition, a quantum field theory with an internal symmetry group has generators
which obey the following:
[R?, R®) _ iM"Re
[Re Pat = 0, (2.2)
[R*, Mi] = 0,
where the Care constants related to the internal symmetry group and are equal to
the structure constants f*° for a simple group.
The supersymmetry algebra is the most general extension of these relations consis-
tent with the Haag-Lopuszariski-Sohnius theorem andits form is completely determined
by physicality criteria up to the values of the anticommutators of two spinorial gen-
erators of the same representation (known as central charges). In the algebra’s most
commonincarnation, the central charges are taken to be zero, in which case the algebra
is given by the following relations (in addition to those of Eqs. (2.1), (2.2)):
(Qi, 5} = (Gi, 04} = 0,(Qi, @5} = 20!Pd",
; —; (2.3)
[ we ul = [Q%5> Pull = 0,
[ Mw) = (Ow)a"Qé;
[(Q%)*, My] = (our)*3(Q")',
where ju, v, p, o are Lorentz indices; a, B, a, 6 are two-component spinor indices; and
i,j =1...N label the supersymmetry generators.
Here, 04”, a#” are given by
1oh’ = gine — oa"),
1ow = qr” —G"o").
(2.4)
Irreducible representations of the Poincaré group have a definite mass and spin (or
helicity in the massless case) due to the fact that the the operators P? and W? are
Casimirs of the group, where W™ is the Pauli-Lubanski pseudovector given by
WH = ¥°°MP. (2.5)
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In thecaseof the super-Poincaré group, however, W? is no longer a Casimir[19] and
as such, the irreducible representations will have states with different spins. Indeed, any
irreducible representation will have an equal number of bosonic and fermionic degrees
of freedom with equal mass, and this must hold both on- and off-shell. A (Weyl) spinor
field has two degrees of freedom on-shell, corresponding to the particle and anti-particle
states, and can thus be balanced by a single complex scalar. Off-shell, however, a spinor
field has four degree of freedom. It is necessary, therefore, to introduce a second, non-
propagating, complex scalar field. This is known as an auxiliary field and, as it does
not propagate, it may be eliminated in the on-shell case by means of its equation of
motion, allowing for an equal numberof bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom in
both cases. With this in mind, we may write down the action for the simplest NV = 1
supersymmetric model. The Wess-Zumino model [15] consists of two complex scalar
fields, 6 and F’,, and a spinorfield, ~, and its Lagrangian is given by
L = (0,6)(O"S) + ipo™ud,+ FF, (2.6)
which is invariant under the following (infinitesimal) supersymmetric transformations:
deh = Ey,
dep = FE — io"EO, 4, (2.7)
O¢F = —i€G"Oyth,
where €, € are anticommuting parameters of the transformation.
2.3. Superfields and Superspace
Although supersymmetric theories may be described adequately in terms of individual
fields and their transformations as in the previoussection, the elegance of the framework
is somewhat hidden. This elegance is manifest, however, if the theory is restated in
terms of two additional concepts: those of superfields and superspace to which we now
turn.
Just as the translation group is parametrised by the spacetime coordinates, its ex-
tension, the super-translation group, may be parametrised by the coordinates of an
extended space known as superspace [17]. This consists of ordinary spacetime coor-
dinates augmented by the introduction of extra Grassmann coordinates (arranged in
two-componentspinors) denoted 6%, 0“. As Grassmannvariables, these coordinates are
anticommutative:
{ ge, 68 \ = 0,
{o7,0*} = 0, (2.8)
{0%,0° =0,
pew = 0,
déq 68 — 68, (2.9)
[eve 66 = 1,
and obey the following relations
which are guaranteed by ajo = ap (2.10)
with similar relations for 04.
As the momentum operator acts as the generator of translations, a general trans-
formation in the translation group may be written e(-"P"). Similarly, as Qa, Qa are
the SUSY generators, a general superspace translation may be written
e(OQ+8Q—a,P") (2.11)
where x,0%, 04, are the superspace coordinates which parametrise the transformation.
By successively applying two SUSY transformations onefinds,firstly, that such a
transformation shifts the coordinates according to:
rh vy at + ioXE — i€o"6,
Or O0+6, (2.12)
OH O+€,
and, secondly, that the SUSY generators may be expressed as differential operators:
Qa = aaa _ iat0°O,,
0,= ZS + 10%" .d oea ~ 06% aah:
Extending the concept of a field, which is a function of spacetime coordinates, to
superspace, we get a superfield which is a function of both ordinary and Grassmann
coordinates. A general superfield, F can be expressed in termsof ordinaryfields (func-
tions of spacetime coordinates only) by Taylor expanding in the Grassmannvariables.
Due to their anticommutativity, only terms up to quadratic in 9 and @ will be non-
vanishing. As such, the general superfield may be written in terms of its component
fields as
F (x,0,0) =b(a2) + O(a) + OX(c)
+ 00m(x) + 00n(x) + 00"Ov, (2) (2.14)
+ 000X(x) + 000n + 0000d(x).
It should be noted that for a superfield, F, the partial derivative, ae is not neces-
sarily a superfield. What is needed is a covariant derivative, analogous to the covariant
derivative of Riemannian spaces. Whilst the rigid superspace of global supersymme-
try has no curvature, the torsion of superspace is non-zero, leading to a non-trivial
covariant derivative. Just as left multiplication of group elements leads to the form
of the SUSY generators, the form of the covariant derivative is revealed through right
multiplication to be
O : _.
Do = 502 + t(0")a0O,,
De =2 ae 107 (a\eOusoe
(2.15)
which obeytherelations
{Do, Dg} = {Da, Da} = 0, v6
{Da, Da} = —2i(0")a0; (2.16)
along with
{Do, Qe} = {(D,,@at = 0, (2 17)
{Da, Qa} = {Da,Q5} = 0. ,
As the covariant derivative of a superfield is itself a superfield with fewer compo-
nents, it is clear that the general superfield is a reducible representation of the super-
Poincaré group. In orderto find irreducible representations, it is necessary to impose
constraints on the general superfield, in such a way as to leave their x2-dependence
unrestricted, since we wish the component fields to behave as ordinary functions of
spacetime coordinates. Two possible constraints lead to the concepts of the chiral and
vector superfields.
2.3.1 Chiral and Anti-chiral Superfields
A possible constraint that one may impose on a general superfield, ®, is that its co-
variant derivative vanishes:
Dg® = 0. (2.18)
This reduces the general superfield to the following components:
B(x, 0,0) = + V20u(x) + OOF(x) + 10,600"
1 ae—000,08 —00000" ¢.tp i pore + r Q
Other than the auxiliary field, this construction contains only a complex scalarfield
and a single (left-handed) Weyl spinor, and is knownas a chiral superfield. The form of
the chiral superfield is simplified by the introduction of “chiral coordinates”, obeying
Day" = 0 and given by
(2.19)
y" = 2h + i008. (2.20)
In terms of these coordinates, the chiral superfield is given by
B(y, 0) = o(y) + V20y(y) + OOF(y), (2.21)
and we see that the 0’s do not feature.
Similarly, we may define an anti-chiral superfield, ®, obeying
Dg? = 0, (2.22)
and given in terms of the antichiral coordinates,
gt = «" — ido6
= y4 — 2600"8, (2.23)
by _ _ _
B(y, 0) = (9) + V20p(9) + OOF(y). (2.24)
Rewriting this in terms of the chiral coordinates, we have
B =4(y) + V2 Oly) — 2i80"99,H(y)
+60 (FW) + iV200"A,b(y) + 960°4(y)) (2.25)
At this point, we are able to appreciate the simplification of supersymmetric theories
effected by the introduction of superfields, since the action of the Wess-Zumino model
may now be written as [20]
S= / d‘6d‘x 6, (2.26)
which reduces to (2.6) upon integration over 6,4 which may be seen using Eq.(2.9).
Similarly, it is equally straight-forward to introduce mass terms andinteractions in
the superfield formalism by meansof the bilinear andtrilinear terms of the “superpo-
tential”:
Lp= |/ do (jntoe ~ ue08)| + (h.c.), (2.27)
where h.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate.
2.3.2 Vector Superfields
An alternative constraint we may impose on a general superfield V is a reality condition:
V(a,0,0) = V(x, 6,0). (2.28)
This leads to a superfield of the form
V(x, 6,0) =C(x) + i0x(x) — 18%(x) + 500 (M(x) +iN(z))
7 500(M(x) — iN(2)) + 00%OA,, (x)
+ i000X(x) — 1000X(x)
(2.29)
+ 50008D (x),
where y, A are spinors, v, is a real vector, and C, M,N, D are real scalars.
In fact, this representation is still reducible and additional constraints must be
imposed in order to makeit irreducible.
However, as we wish the vector superfield to play the role of gauge field in the
construction of supersymmetric Lagrangians, we will see that the additional degrees of
freedom of the reducible representation may be removed by gauge-fixing. In order to
see this, we redefine the superfield components according to
V(a, 0,0) =C(x) + i0x(x) — i0X(x) + “60 (M(x) +iN(zx))
— “a0 (M(x) —iN(x)) + 00“0A,(z)
_ f_ j __ 5 (2.30)
+1000 (Xe) + 53"O,x(2) — 1000 (aw + 52",X(0))
+ 50008 (D@) - 52?C(x))
In this form, the componentfields transform (in the Abelian case) in a consistent
manner underthe transformation
ViV+0+o (2.31)
(where © is chiral), according to
CHC+or+s,
x x — V2,
M+iNwM+iN — 2F,
Ay +> Ay — id, (¢ — ¢),
Aw ~/,
DBD,
(2.32)
with a generalised transformation applying in the non-Abelian case as we shall see in
the following section.
Note that the vector component transformsabove as a gradient, in analogy with the
corresponding field in non-supersymmetric gauge theories. Also note that the highest-
dimensional components, A, D, are invariant underthis generalised gauge transforma-
tion. The remaining fields, however, are not invariant under the above transformation
and, as such, if we are to consider this transformation as a gauge transformation then
we must take these fields to be unphysical. Therefore, the additional constraint placed
on the vector supermultiplet in order to ensure irreducibility should remove precisely
these components.
The lower-dimensional components (being multiplied by fewer powers of 6, 0) may
be removed by application of the covariant derivatives, rendering the following con-
structions gauge invariant:
_ —Wa(x, 0,0) = —7DDe""Dae,
__ _ 1 _ (2.33)Wa(zx, 0,0) = gDDe?!Dae**”,
which, in the Abelian case, simplify to
_ —W(x, 6,0) = —qDDD2V,
(2.34)oe _ 1 amesW.(2,0,0) = qPPDeV.
Moreover, due to the nilpotency of the covariant derivatives, Wa, W« are chiral and
anti-chiral superfields respectively and are, therefore, irreducible. These fields contain
only the components A,, A* and D. The A, field appears only in the form of the
non-supersymmetricfield strength, F,,, = 0,A, —0,A,. The D field is auxiliary and
may be integrated out by means of its equation of motion, in a similar manner to the
auxiliary field F of the chiral supermultiplet; the 2 field is referred to as the gaugino.
W,,. then, is the supersymmetric extension of the field strength.
As the majority of the components of V are gauge-dependent, we may remove them
by fixing the gauge in such a wayas toset all their values at zero. This simplifies our
expression for V to
V(x, 0,0) = —00"0A,,(x) + i000A(x) — 1000X(x)_ 2.35+ 50000D(x), (2.35)
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This is known as the Wess-Zumino gauge andis in fact only a partial gauge-fixing
condition. We are left with a residual freedom to choose ¢ — ¢, the gradient of which
defines the gauge transformation of the vector field; that is, we still retain the original
(spacetime) gauge-symmetry of the non-supersymmetric theory.
It has been shown that chiral and vector superfields are sufficient for the construc-
tion of all renormalisable supersymmetric Lagrangians[18].
2.4 Supergauge Theory
As the vector superfield transforms in an appropriate manner for the gauge field, we
now wish to introduce matter fields which undergo a gauge transformation in an equally
familiar fashion. This is achieved by meansof the chiral superfield. Under the trans-
formation
iNT,Pre 2,
= = fa 2.36)Bry GeiA*T (
(where the JT, are the symmetry group generators), a chiral superfield maps into a
second chiral superfield only if A itself is also a chiral multiplet. Whilst the kinetic
term for a chiral superfield is invariant under global transformations (with constant A),
under local (gauge) transformations, it is found to transform according to
Bb 15 B'A-)G. (2.37)
Asi (A — A) is Hermitian, invariance may be restored by introducing a vector su-
perfield
Lian = / d‘9 Se", (2.38)
transforming as
eY ES etereo.
ee (eves...) fl, (2.39)
(which reduces to the transformation given for vector superfields in the previous section
(Eq. 2.32) in the case of infinitesimal Abelian gauge transformations).
In fact then, the general gauge transformation for a vector superfield is given by
(2.39). Calculations involving this term are simplified by working in the Wess-Zumino
gauge as, in this gauge, we have
—_—v= —50000A,A", (2.40)
Vv" =0 n > 3.
In components, the kinetic terms of the Lagrangian are given by
Lrin =F"F* — if"(Dyw)* — (D#4)(Dud)?_ a _ 2.41+ ifo*D$° _ paea/2(a _ BX9") , ( )
where 1
Dd? = 0,6" — 9fora?o° (2.42)
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as in the non-supersymmetric case.
All that remains is to introduce a kinetic term for the gauge fields analogous to
the F,,,F"” term in the non-supersymmetric case. As we don’t wish to introduce the
unphysical components of the vector superfield, this is achieved via the multiplet’s
irreducible counterparts W,, Wa. A term of the form
1i/d?6 qt wew) + (h.c.) (2.43)
is gauge invariant and irreducible and, in the component formalism, reduces to
Leauge = —io"0,\ + PYF, p&p? 1p?gauge — —tAO" O1,A — 4 py 16 Egpor + 5 ’ (2.44)
where Ft, = 0,48 — 0,Aa — fora?AS. (2.45)
We see from this that the vector and chiral spinor components behave just as we
would expect for a gauge theory in the non-supersymmetric case. Thus, the success-
ful gauge theories of particle physics may be extended to the supersymmetric arena
with the introduction of scalar and spinor partners to the fermion and vector fields
respectively.
2.5 Motivation for Supersymmetry
Having introduced the concept of supersymmetry, we now consider the motivation
for its introduction. Reasons for studying supersymmetry are varied and we consider
four in the following sections. In addition to these, there is also a compelling feature of
supersymmetric theories that arises when their renormalisation is studied but discussion
of this will be deferred until chapter 4.
2.5.1 Dark Matter
As mentioned in §2.2, the graded structure of the supersymmetry algebra allows for
a non-trivial interaction between the internal symmetries and the symmetries of the
super-Poincaré group. The subset of internal symmetry generators which have non-zero
commutators with the SUSY generators are known as the R-symmetry generators. The
form of the R-symmetry is constrained, however, and in the case of V = 1 SUSY may
only take the form of a U(1) group; that is, there may be at most one generator which
does not commute with Q, Q.
In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), the U(1) R-symmetry
is broken to a Z “R-parity” which is taken to be conserved [20]. Interactions in
the MSSM are restricted by R-partiy in such a way that superpartners may only be
produced or annihilated in pairs. R-parity was introduced to the MSSM as a meansof
ensuring the stability of the proton but it also provides a possible explanation for the
Cold Dark Matter of the Acpy model of cosmology [21]. Modern cosmology suggests
that only 20% of the universe is composed of “baryonic” (standard model) matter,
whilst the remaining 80% consists of dark matter [22] which showsitself only through
its gravitational influence. Under R-parity, the lightest superpartner would be stable
and could, therefore, account for at least some of this dark matter.
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2.5.2 The Running of the Couplings
The couplings of the three forces of the Standard Model vary with energy scale due to
the scale-dependence of the renormalisation procedure. This is known as the running of
the couplings. The couplings appear almost to meet at an energy of around 10!°GeV,
suggesting a unification of the symmetries at this scale into a larger symmetry group.
However, as the standard model couplings do not quite meet at a single energy scale,
such “Grand Unified Theories” require the introduction of non-Standard Model physics
at an intermediate scale. One candidate for this new physics is supersymmetry with
the masses of the superpartners being of the order of 1000 GeV [23].
2.5.3. The Hierarchy Problem
A physically relevant momentum cutoff in the form of a “matching scale”, between the
low-energy effective theory and the UV theory, leads to a problem of naturalness in
the Standard Model. UV-sensitive parameters with a value of the order of the cutoff
are said to be natural; if the observed value of such a parameter is much less than
the cutoff, then a high degree of fine-tuning at the cutoff scale is necessary to produce
the observed value and the theory is said to be un-natural. There are a number of
possible solutions to this problem, one of which is simply to assume that the UV
theory (of which we have little knowledge) will provide an explanation for the fine-
tuning. Another possibility is the introduction of new physics at a scale around the
value of the UV-sensitive parameter, thus lowering the matching scale to the (now
natural) value of the parameter.
A specific example of this problem is given by the Higgs mass. The massesofall
particles in the standard model are generated by the non-zero vacuum expectation
value of the Higgs field. As this requires the Higgs field to be coupled to all massive
particles, the mass of the Higgs boson is driven up by quadratic divergences coming
from loop diagrams involving any massive particle. This is problematic since, although
the Higgs boson has not yet been observed in experiment, its mass is constrained by
electroweak theory to be relatively low. Hence, any contributions to the Higgs mass
from loop diagrams must be cancelled off, which leadsto fine-tuning and un-naturalness.
This is known as the hierarchy problem. A (partial) solution to this problem is also
provided by supersymmetry [24], since the quadratic divergences coming from bosonic
loop contributions to the Higgs mass are cancelled in supersymmetric theories by the
corresponding fermionic superpartner loops. This is only a partial solution as the
logarithmic divergences remain to be dealt with, and thus seem to require a lesser, but
still non-zero, degree of fine-tuning. This is known as the “Little Hierarchy Problem”.
2.5.4 String Theory
The two most successful theories of modern physics, namely Quantum Mechanics and
General Relativity, are mutually inconsistent, implying that the “Theory of Everything”
has yet to be found and must reduce to the correct theory in the appropriate limit.
A consistent theory of quantum gravity has proved elusive but of the few current
contenders, arguably the most successful (and certainly the most widely studied) is
String Theory. As a string travels through space, it describes a two-dimensional world-
sheet in spacetime. As each point on this world-sheet is located at a unique point in
spacetime, the spacetime coordinates take values on the worldsheet and may be viewed
as bosonic degrees of freedom in a two-dimensional space. This only allows for bosonic
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fields, however, and in order for fermionicfields to feature (which of course they must)
there must be fermionic degrees of freedom on the worldsheet. These correspond to
the Grassmann coordinates of superspace. Therefore, in order for String Theory to
describe fermions, it is necessary to introduce supersymmetry [25].
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Chapter 3
N =4 Supersymmetry
3.1 Introduction to Non-anticommutativity
With the introduction of a new set of coordinates for supersymmetry, it is natural to
ask if any more structure can be given to spacetime. This idea has been studied in
the past in the fields of non-commutative geometry and non-commutative field theory
(26, 27], in which spacetime coordinates are taken to obey a commutation relation of
the form
Lee] = 10", (3.1)
The original motivation for the introduction of such a relation was to avoid the
divergences arising in interacting field theories, and it has also been noted that an
uncertainty in position of the above form could prevent the formation of singularities
in General Relativity [28].
Combining the ideas of supersymmetry and non-commutative geometry, we can
also ask what would be the consequences of a similar deformation of the superspace
coordinates [29-35]. That is: rather than a fully anticommutative superspace, we
introduce a deformation to 6° in the form of a Clifford algebra
{97,0°} = 0%,
{o7,0°} =0, (3.2)
{0%,0°} 2x),
where C°%is symmetric. Note that the deformation only affects 6% and not 04.
Such non-anticommutativity was first put forward in relation to String Theory [36]
as a possible outcome of introducing supersymmetry on the worldsheet. It was later
shown [37, 38] that such a deformation arises naturally as a consequence of introducing
a constant graviphoton background in Heterotic and Type II String theories. Our
approach, however, is to take the deformation in Eq. (3.2) as axiomatic and investigate
the properties — in particular the renormalisation — of field theories formulated in
this deformed superspace. Whilst non-anticommutative field theories are of limited
application (though more will be said on this in §3.3), they provide some interesting
examples of field theories that turn out to be renormalisable on careful inspection,
despite containing terms of mass-dimension higher than four. This is a point that we
will return to shortly.
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3.2. Properties of Non-anticommutativity
In terms of the spacetime coordinates x", the expressions for the covariant derivatives
contain both @’s and 6’s. In terms of the chiral coordinates given in (2.20), however,
they take the form
0 an aq ODa = 39a + ricaaa?
= Oa=oe
and since we wish to be able to continue to define chiral and antichiral superfields in
terms of these derivatives in the non-anticommutative case, we take these expressions to
define the derivatives [37]. Therefore, we must work in chiral coordinates y’, which we
take to commute with themselves and with 0, 0. This leads directly to the commutation
relations
(3.3)
[20°] = iCoh0",—_— 3.4[c", x”) = B6C#”, es
where CH = O%eg, (ot”)7 (3.5)
and 1(ot) 8 = 5 (ot,—0% @")"), (3.6)
so we see that the space is non-commutative as well as non-anticommutative.
Furthermore, since 0, 9 now obey different anticommutation relations, they cannot
be complex conjugates and so cannot be defined in Minkowski space. For this reason,
wefind it necessary to work in Euclidean space.
Since we are workingin chiral coordinates, we must also express the SUSY operators
Q, Q in these terms
O
Qa = 0b™’
Qe = Fae + 2i0 Padyi
With expressions for the covariant derivatives and supercharges, we may calculate
the remaining commutation relations for the SUSY algebra. The supercharges obey
{Qa, Vs} = 0,
a 0b= Ig!.{Qa,Q,} — 208 Dye (3.8)
ee fond» O.$ = A0% ot. go’.{Qa, Qa} 4c Fad?BB OyOy” a
whilst the derivatives obey
{Da; Da} = 0,
{Da. Da} = 0, (3.9)
{Da,Da} = diol
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and we have
{Do, QV} = {Da,Qs} = {Dz,Qs} = {Da,Q,} = 0. (3.10)
These relations are identical to those of the undeformed case, the only exception
being the anticommutator of two Q’s in (3.8).
As the covariant derivatives were unaltered by the superspace deformation, the form
of the chiral and antichiral superfields also remains unchanged:
B(y) =b(y) + Ov(y) + OOF(y),
B(y) =4(y) + V20b(y) — 2100“80,5(y) (3.11)
+00 (Fw) + iV200"d,0(y) + 060°4(y)) .
lI
3.3. Physicality of Non-anticommutative Models
As was noted in §3.1, the first V = 5 theories arose as a particular low-energy limit
of string theory. It was already known that D3-branes living in certain (NSNS) back-
groundsgive rise to a low-energy theory with non-commutative space-time geometry.
Non-anticommutativity was then found in a similar fashion as the low-energy limit of
a D3-brane living in a Ramond-Ramondself-dual graviphoton background [38]. The
N= 3 theories thus derived were constrained to live in Euclidean space in order for
the chiral and anti-chiral coordinates to have differing anticommutativity properties.
This is consistent with the necessarily Euclidean space in which the graviphoton field
may betaken to be self-dual. Given the Euclidean and non-Hermitian nature of NV = 5
theories, it is difficult to see how a phenomenological interpretation may be applied to
such models. However, there are some subtleties regarding this matter.
Since non-anticommutative theories are (generally) renormalisable, it seems plausi-
ble that a Wick rotation to Minkowski space could have phenomenological implications
[39]. However, a simple Wick rotation is taken to be prohibited in Ref. [40] since
it leads to violation of the Jacobi identites of the deformation. On the other hand,
since the Jacobi identity is not required to hold in non-associative algeras, dropping
the assumption of associativity can lead to a consistent Minkowski formulation of non-
anticommutativity [33, 41]. Since the form of deformation given in Eq. (3.2) is particu-
lar to Euclidean space, the Minkowski formulation has constraints placed on it relating
the form of the deformation in the chiral and anti-chiral cases.
Turning now to the subject of Hermiticity, though the Euclidean theories are non-
Hermitian, there is evidence that this need not render them unphysical. The subject
of pseudo- or crypto-Hermiticity is raised in Refs. [42-44], where it is shown that
non-Hermitian Hamiltonians may, in somecases, still lead to a Hilbert space of state
vectors that is Hermitian and unitary, and which has a real spectrum. This is achieved
through an equivalence relation between the Hamiltonian in question and an explicitly
Hermitian Hamiltonian, and has been shown, in Ref. [45], to be the case for non-
anticommutative theories.
In any case, though the non-Hermitian, Euclidean theories discussed in the main
chapters of this work do not necessarily have immediate physical interpretations, they
nevertheless provide an insight into the dynamics of non-anticommutativity and the
low-energy effects of string backgrounds.
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3.4 Star Products
The simplest way to implement non-anticommutativity is in terms of the Moyal Star-
product defined by
liag 0 6(0) + 9(8) = F@)ean (02| aco)
a _1,0 08 D9 6=f 1=——¢*"____.__. — —f0 3° 50a 008 siccag) a)
(3.12)
With products of @’s in an undeformed theory replaced by the star-product, the
C-dependence has already been incorporated into the model and so the @’s that appear
in star products may then be treated as Grassmannian.
The star-products of 6’s can be calculated as follows
1 16% 0F = —~¢%F99 ~CW#* 5° +5¢ ;
0% « 00 = COs,
00 * 0% = —C%Ag, (3.13)
100 «00 = — 5EapeysC*7C™
= —detC.
As 6 appears explicitly in Q, star-products will not be invariant under Q. So, whilst
the Q’s remain a symmetry of a non-anticommutative theory, the invariance under Q
is lost, effectively breaking half of the supersymmetry: hence the name NV = 5: One
consequenceof this is that the chiral and antichiral fields will transform differently under
N= 5 transformations. Thus the theory is not Hermitian; however, whilst this would
seem to be un-natural, we will find in the next chapter that it is this non-Hermiticity
that allows for the renormalisability of non-anticommutative theories.
The star-product of two chiral superfields is given by
1(y, 0) * Do(y, 0) = Hi (y, 9)Bo (y, 0) ~~ Cba(y)brp (y)
+ V2C05 (daly) Fa(y) — deoly)Fily)) (3-14)
~~ detCF, (y) Fe (y),
which is itself a chiral superfield, as in the undeformed case. Note that the extra
terms contain only one factor of 6, implying that the mass term of the Lagrangian will
acquire no deformation. Similarly, the star-product of two antichiral superfieldsis itself
an antichiral superfield.
3.5 Construction of NV = 5-Invariant Lagrangians
In much the same way as in the undeformed case, we may now construct deformed
Lagrangians, with star-products replacing ordinary products of superfields. We take
as an example the Wess-Zumino model with a superpotential. As mentioned above,
the holomorphic mass term provides no new terms in the Lagrangian. Simlarly, as
each factor of C from the star-product is accompanied by a decrease in the power of
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@, it should be clear that the antiholomophic part of the superpotential also leaves the
action unchanged. With the only additional term from the deformation arising in the
star-product of three chiral superfields, the Lagrangian is given by [837]
>= 1 1L= ee O® + |[ae (Gmeo+ yds oso) the2 3; (3.15)
= Lundeformed + qudet(C)F*.
This model will be the subject of chapter 6 where we will derive this action by an
alternative method and investigate its renormalisation.
Gauge theories may also be extended to the deformed case, with the vector superfield
(in Wess-Zumino gauge) being modified according to
= . Th “D0, l )V = — 00"A,(y) + 1000A(y) — 1060 (rw) + gearany 12", )) (3.16)1 —+ 50600 (D(y) — id,A")
where we have also re-expressed the superfield in terms of the chiral coordinates.
Defining the field strengths for V as in the undeformed case (Eq. (2.33)), but with
ordinary products replaced by star products, we find that the kinetic term for vector
superfields is given by
a 1 —_ __Leauge = —iAo"O,A — qeFw + 5D” — igC’tr(FyAX) + g?|C/PtrA)?, (3.17)
so the additional terms coming from the deformation are merely a MAp term and
four-point gaugino interaction.
Finally, we must consider the deformation of the kinetic terms for chiral and an-
tichiral superfields with a gauge symmetry. As in the undeformed case, powers of V
higher than twostill vanish (in the Wess-Zumino gauge) and we have
_/ 4 1 i a ineV«V =00 (—5004," — 50MApAy + 5800ofa [Ay X°] slcP%) , (3.18)
giving [46]
~ — Pe ezgV _Liin = BP xe * ®|6a
= @ (1+ 2gV + 29°V *V) ®|paag
=FF — ipo"D,b — DF6D,6 + dDb +
—=
(GA -—Dre) 19)iV2
= 1 aac —+ igC’’OFF — qo ICPOF + V2gC"D,brFyb.
In order to construct a Lagrangian for an NV = 4 gauge theory with a chiral multi-
plet, we must choose a representation of the gauge symmetry under which the multiplet
will transform. The most obvious possibility is for the chiral fields to transform under
the fundamental and anti-fundamental representations, in which case the chiral fields
multiply the generators of the symmetry group in the usual way (as is found, for exam-
ple, in the standard model). An alternative, however, which will be required in chapter
8, is for the chiral fields to transform according to the adjoint representation: that is,
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in the same representation as the gauge fields. The form of the Lagrangian for such a
theory with a superpotential is given by [47]
L= (-F""FR, — iG" (D,,d)° + 5D°D") ge
_ 7Cygavefra,Xbe
4+FF- ido"Db _ Di'oD,d + ifsDg? — frPey/2 (garrue _|
+ oma: (VIDiGNa" + isFt,F°)
4 ; €degagrPe — yaregrybyc
+ ydcggF¢ _ yioopore)
1 es Sis 1 —+4 gigf°"Dud"DBg _eT
(3.20)
which is invariant under the infinitesimal transformations
bgAG = -iNGLE,
1 —_,—
berQ = if,.D* 4-0"), Fi +iC| ;
beAS = 0,
6¢D* = —Eo"D,*,
beh" = V2Ep", (3.21)
deh" = 0,
de® = V2E°F*,
beb§, = —iV2 (Dud)” (E0")5,
OcF* = 0,
5eF* = —iV2(Dp)4a" + 2f° (#eX°) +20"dD, (#Eo,°)
where the f° and d®¢ are the antisymmetric and symmetric structure constants for
the gauge group. Note the different transformations for chiral and antichiral fields.
Various N = 5 field theories have been studied in both the superfield and com-
ponent formalisms [29-36, 38, 48, 49]. Whilst the superfield formalism provides an
understanding of the origins of a given theory, it also hides the phenomenological as-
pects of the theory somewhat. For this reason, we choose to work in the uneliminated
component formalism (without integrating out auxiliary fields) and, for completeness,
we repeat some calculations in the eliminated formalism as a consistency check. Pure
non-Abelian gauge theory and theories with chiral matter in both the fundamental and
adjoint representations of SU(N) ® U(1) have been studied in Refs. [50-53] and an
attempt to include a superpotential into such a model in Ref. [54]. The latter model
met with difficulties that will be discussed in chapter 8. In chapter 6, we investigate
the renormalisation of a pure chiral model without gauge interactions, expanding this
to an Abelian gauge theory in chapter 7. We begin with a rather different model,
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however, which we will turn to in chapter 5: namely, the two-dimensional non-linear
sigma-model with NV = 2 supersymmetry.
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Chapter 4
Renormalisation
The concept of renormalisation is discussed in this chapter, firstly in a broad sense and
then, in §4.2, focusing specifically on the renormalisation of supersymmetric theories.
Finally, in §4.3, the renormalisation of N = 5 theories is discussed in preparation for
the remaining chapters.
4.1 Renormalisation Basics
As the amplitude for a process in an interacting field theory includes the sum ofall
possible ways that such a process could occur, includingall values of momentum carried
by intermediate particles, the calculation of such an amplitude involves integrating over
all possible internal momenta. As these momenta are unconstrained, the integral must
be evaluated over all real values, in some instances causing the result to diverge. The
divergences arising in momentum integrals are of two types, referred to as ultraviolet
and infrared. Ultraviolet divergences arise from the range of the integral in which the
momentum takes indefinitely large values. An integrand in which the denominator
contains a higher power of the momentum k than the numerator will tend to zero as
|k| — oo, rendering the high-momentum region of the integral finite. Hence, ultraviolet
divergences only arise when the numerator has a power greater than or equal to that of
the denominator. Infrared divergences, on the other hand, occur when the powerof the
numerator is insufficient to cancel the denominator as the denominator tends to zero:
that is, as |k| > 0 in the massless case or |k| + min the massive case. Clearly, an infi-
nite probability amplitude is nonsensical and steps must be taken to obtain a sensible
answer to amplitude calculations. If a model has only a finite number of one-particle
irreducible divergent amplitudes (even if there are contributions to those amplitudesat
all orders), the parameters of the model may be adjusted or renormalised in order to re-
move those divergences; in this case, the theory is said to be renormalisable. Otherwise,
with infinitely many divergent amplitudes, infinitely many parameters would require
renormalisation and the theory is said to be non-renormalisable. The parameters which
will require renormalisation are those corresponding to the divergent amplitudes; that
is, if the two-point function is a divergent amplitude, the mass will require renormali-
sation. Similarly, if there is a divergent amplitude, for example, of the form ~w¢ then
the coupling for this interaction as present in the action will require renormalisation.
It should be noted, however, that the contributions to a divergent amplitude do not
dependsolely on the corresponding interaction; for instance, a pair of three-point inter-
actions may give a contribution to the two-point function and cause a renormalisation
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of the mass. Generally, the renormalisability or otherwise of a model is dictated by
the mass-dimension of its couplings: if the lowest-dimension coupling is dimensionless,
the model will be renormalisable, if negative it will be non-renormalisable [1]. If the
mass-dimension is positive, there will only be a finite number of contributions to the
divergent amplitudes and, in this case, the model is said to be super-renormalisable.
This general rule is found not to apply, however, to V = 4 theories as will be discussed
in $4.3. Each of the two types of divergence has associated with it methods by which
to remove them. These methods are discussed below. Although the Standard Modelis
fully renormalisable, the fact that the divergences appear at all strongly suggests that
the Standard Model (and indeed quantum field theory in general) is only an effective
theory, valid up to a certain energy scale. Above this scale, a more fundamental theory
is required which will reduce to the Standard Model in the low-energy limit. However,
any underlying theory that appears to take the form of a quantum field theory at low
energies must give sensible results, so renormalisability is still a strong indicator of
realistic theories. Indeed, it may be shown that apparently unrenormalisable terms of
the action for a fundamental theory defined at high energy will becomeirrelevant at
much lower energies. So the effective field theory defined at low energy must contain
only the renormalisable terms of the underlying action.
4.1.1 Ultraviolet Divergences
The removal of ultraviolet divergences takes place in two stages. Firstly, an extra
component is introduced to the momentum integral in such a way as to render the
integral finite but to reduce to the original (divergent) result in the appropriate limit.
This component is known as a regulator and its insertion as regularisation. This allows
the integral to be computed in an unambiguous way and the result parametrised in
terms of the regulator. There are various methodsof regularisation, the most obvious
of which is to introduce an upper bound for the domain of integration known as the
momentum cut-off. Whilst this method has the advantage of being intuitive, it is
otherwise rather unsatisfactory as it breaks Lorentz symmetry. The approach used in
our calculations is that of dimensional regularisation. Whilst the motivation behind
this method is less immediately obvious, it has the advantages of being Lorentz and
gauge invariant [55]. This method has its basis in the fact that the integrals under
consideration are not necessarily divergent in a spacetime of arbitrary dimension. As
a lower-dimensional spacetime requires integration over fewer momentum components,
the integrals will generally converge. Thus, we evaluate the convergent integral in
a d-dimensional space and continue the result analytically back to the 4-dimensional
case (assuming a 4-dimensional theory). In order for the action to remain a scalar
functional in the d-dimensional space, a mass parameterjs is introduced which must of
course vanish for d = 4. Thus weare led to an action of the form
S= pt / dtr Lana, (4.1)
where €« = 4—d.
The result of a loop calculation is dependent on the external momenta; if no such
momenta are present, a fictitious momentum is fed through at least one of the graph’s
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propagators and may be taken to zero after the calculation. Thus a graph of the form
—*, kn,
(=) : J (4.2)
would be given by theintegral
dk dl 43|RET a
Useful formulae for evaluating integrals of this type may be found in appendix A.
Integrals with equal powers of momentum in the numerator and denominator will
depend on the logarithm of the regulator and hence are knownas logarithmically di-
vergent integrals. For each extra powerof k in the numerator, the degree of divergence
increases; a graph of the form (4.2) is quadratically divergent and so forth.
The second step in the removal of divergences is to renormalise the parameters of
the theory. By taking the regulator to the appropriate limit after evaluation of the
integral, we can obtain an expression for the divergence. Since the bare parameters of
the action (masses, couplings andfield strengths) are unobservable, we may now rescale
them in order to absorb the divergences, which leads to an effective action containing the
observable parameters. Moreprecisely, we relate the bare and observable parameters
by i
oB = 25% MB >= Zmm, JB — 299; (4.4)
with similar relations for the remaining fields and couplings. The Z’s are divergent
scaling factors known as the renormalisation constants. These are chosen such as to
cancel the divergent contributions of loop calculations.
There is a certain ambiguity present in this procedure in that there is no fixed
way to choose the Z’s. The specific prescription for this choice is given in a set of
renormalisation conditions which can take numerous forms, depending on how much of
the loop-integral expression we wish to remove from the action. The result of calculation
of a physical processis necessarily independent of the choice of renormalisation scheme.
As weare investigating the renormalisation procedureitself for V = 4 theories, we are
uninterested in any finite terms associated with the momentum integrals; as such, we
choose to work in the “minimal subtraction” scheme in which we keep only the pole
terms and neglect any finite parts of calculations.
The renormalisation constants are calculated order by order in the coupling, each
order appearing in the calculation of the next. To demonstrate this, a one-loop diagram
of the form
(4.5)
in a ¢* scalar field theory gives a divergent contribution to the four-point function
which is quadratic in the four-point coupling A. In order to absorb this into the bare
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coupling, Z, must also contain a term quadratic in A. Similarly, the diagram
(4.6)
in principle gives contributions to Zm, and Zg which are linear in A (although the
contribution to Z% is in fact zero). If we wish to calculate the quadratic term of Zm,
then, there are two types of contribution we must consider. Firstly, there are the
two-loop diagrams
— (4.7)
and, secondly, there are one-loop diagrams with factors of the Z’s inserted as lower-
order corrections to the fields, masses and couplings: [1]
RAR,
where the ®’s denote the insertion of a lower-order Z.
So, in the calculation of an amplitude to a given order, we must include contri-
butions from lower orders of the Z’s. Whilst the above method demonstrates clearly
the ideas involved, an alternative method is employed for ease of computation. These
effects of lower-order divergences may beincluded in an individual multi-loop diagram
as counterterms arising from sub-divergences of that diagram. This is equivalent to
including the Z’s in the manner described above. As an example, in the diagram
2,
the loop consisting of the 1 and k +1 propagators is independently divergent and its
pole term must be subtracted off as
  (4.9)
a .
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where the x denotes the pole term of
k+l
~~
(4.11)
This diagram-by-diagram method of counterterm subtraction is useful as it allows
for checking of cancellation of unwanted terms from expansions. This acts as a consis-
tency check during calculation.
The parameter p plays the role of renormalisation scale, the scale at which we
define our effective action. As the observable parameters of the effective action are
obtained from the bare parameters by removal of divergent terms, these parameters
are dependent on the renormalisation scale. The 6-function, defined by
OgB(g) = Maa
describes the behaviourof the coupling constant g with respect to energy scale. The /-
function receives, in principle, simple pole (4) contributions from all loop orders. Finite-
ness of the 6-function and p-independence of the renormalisation constants, however,
imply that double pole (=) and higher terms must cancel from the final expression,
(4.12)
leading to consistency conditions for higher-order poles [56].
4.1.2 Infrared Divergences
Since the emission of a particle with infinitesimal momentum is undetectable, the cal-
culation of physical processes should take into account all indistinguishable states,
including an infinite series of soft emissions. These contributions are found to cancel
with the infrared divergences arising in loop integrals. For this reason, infrared diver-
gences are rather less problematic than ultraviolet when investigating renormalisation
but we muststill be sure to remove them from our calculations should they arise. As
mentioned above, the appearance of an infrared divergence is due to the vanishing of
the integrand’s denominator, with insufficient powers of momentum in the numerator
to render the integral finite. In dimensional regularisation, there is a simple method
for the removal of such divergences [57, 58]. In a diagram of the form
kO..-
9
the k propagatoris infrared divergent, having four powers of k in the denominator and
only the d?k in the numerator to cancel them. In this case, an external momentum p
must be fed through this propagator and a correction term added to the corresponding
propagator factor in the integral. Thus the diagram in (4.9) would be given by the
integral 1 2 d4l[ets (Gaate-9) fren “
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The additional 64(k — p) term will cancel off the effect of the infrared divergence.
4.1.3. Renormalisation Procedure
In practice, diagrams that can be constructed from the interaction terms of the clas-
sical (bare) action may give rise to interaction terms in the renormalised action that
were not present in the bare case. Thus, when theclassical action undergoes renor-
malisation, its form is altered. In order to construct an action that is form-invariant
under renormalisation, we must include any such additional terms in the full action
from the outset. The couplings of these terms may then undergo renormalisation and
scaling in the usual way. The couplings assigned to each term must take account of
the symmetries of the action. As we wish the symmetries of the classical action to
be present after renormalisation but wish to impose no other constraints, terms that
transform as a set under any symmetry must have related couplings. Otherwise, we
must give independent couplings to independent terms. These rules will allow us to
construct general renormalisable actions in the following chapters.
4.2 Renormalisation of Supersymmetric Theories
4.2.1 The Non-renormalisation Theorem
An important result in supersymmetry is the non-renormalisation theorem which states
that the holomorphic and antiholomorphic terms of the classical superpotential do
not alter under renormalisation [59]. This is due to the fact that these terms are
accompanied by only a d26 or d?6 in the action, whilst superfield calculations show
that contributions to the effective action must take the form of an integral over d*0
(as appears in the kinetic terms). This is not to say that the masses and couplings
themselves are not renormalised, however; merely that the terms in the action suffer
no overall corrections. That is, we have
Zm = Z5",- (4.15)Zy = Z5”,
giving
o, (1 1Lpot = dO =miBPipOjea + syijxnBPiBPjBPrB2 3s, {1 1, 3= d*é 7lmZomiz®i®; + 3Au26 YijkPiPjPK (4.16)
1 1= [ve Ga+sans) .
Clearly, this result simplifies loop calculations as, once we have obtained a result
for Zp, we immediately have results for Z, Zy also.
4.2.2. Renormalisation in the Uneliminated Formalism
Loop corrections in supersymmetric theories may be calculated in one of three different
formalisms. Firstly, there is the superfield formalism in which the superfields them-
selves are arranged into Feynman graphs, with corresponding superspace Feynman
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rules. Secondly, there is the eliminated component formalism, in which the auxiliary
fields are integrated out of the component action by means of their equations of mo-
tion and calculations are performed in the usual manner. It should be noted that
the renormalisation constants for the superfield and component formalisms, though re-
lated, are not equal. Finally, there is the uneliminated component formalism in which
we mainly work. This is almost identical to the eliminated formalism with the addition
of auxiliary fields whose propagators are trivial; that is, each auxiliary propagator ap-
pearing in a Feynman diagram simply gives a factor of 1 in the correspondingintegral.
A surprising result in the gauged case, however, is that, in order for the eliminated
and uneliminated formalisms to agree, we must introduce non-linear renormalisation of
the auxiliary fields, as demonstrated in Ref. [60]. The relation between the bare and
renormalised auxiliary fields, analogous to Eq. (4.4), is given by
1 1 _Fig = Zp Fi + 307. (a +3) 9? (RER%) Teimbibm, (4.17)
with a similar expression for Fyg.
4.2.3. Dimensional Reduction vs. Dimensional Regularisation
Whilst dimensional regularisation (DREG) has the advantage of being manifestly gauge
invariant, it unfortunately has the disadvantage that it explicitly breaks supersymmetry.
This is due to the fact that varying the number of spacetime dimensionsalso varies the
numberof vector field components, yielding a different number of bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom. An alternative regularisation method, which is often employed in
supersymmetric calculations to avoid this problem, is dimensional reduction (DRED)
[61]. In this scheme, the numberof dimensions is reduced by compactification, leaving
the numberof vector field components unaltered. In its original formulation, DRED
was found to suffer from inconsistencies regarding relations between € tensors and the
metric [62]. These inconsistencies stem from the fact that the non-integral values of d
appearing in DREGarein fact properly defined in an infinite-dimensional vector space
[63]. In this space, d-dimensional integral calulations are well-defined and obey the
appropriate scaling law for a space of d dimensions, including integral values of d. The
original form of DRED,on the other hand, was defined in 4 dimensions and was unable
to account for non-integral values of d. A consistent form of DRED exists, however, in
which the “4-dimensional” spaceis also realised as an infinite-dimensional space with a
scaling law appropriate for four dimensions [64-66], and the equivalence of this scheme
to DREG has been demonstrated [67]; results may be converted from one scheme to
the other by meansofa redefinition of couplings.
Since the differences between DREG and DREDat one loop appearas finite con-
tributions [46] and we are concerned only with the infinite contributions of loop dia-
grams, our decision to use DREG will not affect the result of the following one-loop
calculations. The only calculation in this work which was performed at more than
one loop is the two-loop calculation of chapter 6; however, as the subject of this cal-
culation is the deformed Wess-Zumino model, there are no gauge multiplets in which
the difference between DRED and DREG mayarise. Therefore, no difficulties with
our non-supersymmetric choice of regularisation schemewill be encountered in the fol-
lowing chapters, although we will return to this matter in chapter 9 when we discuss
higher-order calculations.
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4.3. Renormalisation of V = 5 Theories
Dueto the lack of Hermiticity in non-anticommutative theories, we need not renormalise
chiral and antichiral fields in the same manner. In fact, we find that the F' fields
renormalise as in the undeformed case whilst the bare F fields gain additional C-
dependent divergent terms [51]:
1 1 _—Fig = Zpki + 30,2< (a + 3) 9° (RERFq) Tembiom;_ a 1 , (4.18)
Pip = Z,P;,+ onde (a+3)g (Ri, R4,) Ykimbidm + C—dependent terms.
In addition to this, it has been found that the gaugino must also undergo a non-
linear renormalisation [50] including C-dependent divergent terms.
The lack of hermiticity is also crucial for renormalisability in NM = 5 theories.
The action of a non-anticommutative theory generally contains interaction terms with
large numbers of legs which would appear to lead to a non-renormalisable theory; for
instance, as we shall see in chapter 7, the U(1) model contains the term
Ly> |CPEPGd, (4.19)
corresponding to the vertex
4
~ (4.20)
which, having a coupling of negative mass dimension, would normally suggest non-
renormalisability. However, as a propagator connects barred to unbarred fields, in
order to construct the divergent graphs that would lead to non-renormalisability, we
would require the conjugate term
ICPASG => <-
‘ (4.21)
which is missing due to non-Hermiticity [68]. That is: we cannot construct, for example,
the graph
 
(4.22)
Under non-anticommutative deformation of the action, the form of the holomorphic
part of the superpotentialis altered radically enough to destroy the non-renormalisation
property of §4.2.1. However, the anti-holomorphicpartis sufficiently similar to the non-
deformed case that these termsstill suffer no renormalisation [69], a result that will be
of use in later chapters.
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Chapter 5
The Non-anticommutative
Non-linear o-model
In this chapter, we discuss the deformation of the two-dimensional VV = 2 supersymmet-
ric non-linear o-model [70]. We begin with a brief discussion of non-linear g-models in
general before progressing, in §5.2, to a more detailed treatment of the (undeformed)
N = 2 supersymmetric case. We introduce differential operators which are able to
implement the supersymmetry transformations in terms of the component fields, and
discuss a concise method for expressing the one-loop divergences of the theory in terms
of these operators. In §5.3, we show howthese differential operators may be extended
to the deformed case andfinally, in §5.4, we investigate the effects of the deformation
on the renormalisation of the model.
5.1 The Non-Linear o-model
In the non-supersymmetric case, a non-linear o-model consists of a set of scalar fields
¢’ mapped from a base space to a target manifold by a Lagrangian of the form
£ = 9is(9)0.8108. (5.1)
Clearly, the coefficients g;;(¢) must form the components of a symmetric tensor and,
in fact, they act as a Riemannian metric on the target manifold [71]. It is also possible,
therefore, to calculate the Riemann and Ricci tensors, Rou Rj, for the target space.
The non-linear o-model is non-renormalisable in any dimension higher than two, whilst
in the two-dimensional case, the dimensionlessness of the fields allows interaction terms
of arbitrarily high order to be included in the form of the ¢-dependence of the metric.
However, though the two-dimensional model is power-counting renormalisable, there
is an additional subtlety: as gi;(¢) can take any form in this case, there are infinitely
many terms that may be added. For renormalisability, these possible terms must be
constrained by imposing, for instance, an O(N) symmetry on the target space (where N
is the dimension of the target space or, equivalently, the numberoffields in the model)
(1, 72]. The two-dimensional model has been found to be of importance in String
Theory, as its domain is then the two-dimensional worldsheet. In the supersymmetric
case, the fields are replaced with chiral superfields. As spinors in a four-dimensional
space have two components whilst those in two-dimensional space have only one, the
reduction of a four-dimensional theory to two dimensions will double the numberof
supercharges. In order to coincide with o-models derived via dimensional reduction,
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we take N = 2 for our undeformed model. With MN = 2 supersymmetry, the chiral
superfields, and hence the target manifold, are complex; in fact, the geometry of the
target space is found to be a Kahler geometry [73, 74]. That is, the target space has the
structure of both a complex Riemannian and a symplectic manifold, with compatible
symmetric and antisymmetric bilinear forms. In this case, the metric is expressible in
terms of a potential function, K, known as the Kahler potential [75]:
OK
Oz'Az)”
where z’ are the complex coordinates of the manifold.
The undeformed NV = 2 Kahler o-model and its renormalisation have been studied
extensively in the context of String Theory. It was thought for a while that its only
divergences were at the one-loop level, where they can be interpreted as a correction
to the Kahler metric in the form of the Ricci tensor, until explicit calculations [76, 77]
revealed a divergence at the four-loop level. The undeformed classical component action
may be expressed in the form of all four supercharges acting on the Kahler potential,
and the one-loop corrections may be written in an equally concise form as will be
discussed in the following section. If one writes down differential operators representing
the supercharges, but which act directly on the component fields, the action may also
be expressed in termsof these.
Non-anticommutative versions of particular non-linear o-models, namely those with
a CPN target space, have been constructed by dimensional reduction from four di-
mensions [78], and the one-loop corrections computed [79]. The CP models are of
particular interest as the two-dimensional case shares a number of poperties with four-
dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory, such as asymptotic freedom and instanton
effects [80]. A non-anticommutative version of the general MN = 2 Kahler o-model has
also been constructed directly in two dimensions, initially in Refs. [81, 82] but then
given an elegant reformulation in Refs. [83, 84]. We predominantly follow the notation
of Ref. [83], where the deformation was interpreted as a “smearing” of the Kahler
geometry; that is, correction terms to the Kahler potential appear as a powerseries in
the non-anticommutativity parameter.
The motivation for the work presented in this chapter was to investigate whether
the one-loop corrections in the deformed theory would exhibit a similar “smearing” as
in the classical theory as presented in [83]. It turns out that the number of one-loop
diagrams in the deformed theory is rather large, at least in the component formulation
in which we work. However, as in the undeformed case, they can be expressed in terms
of differential operators implementing the undeformed supersymmetry generators Q+
(using light-cone coordinates in two dimensions), acting on a simpler “kernel”, K. In
an attempt to write this kernel in an even more compact form in termsof the remaining
supercharges, we find expressionsfor differential operators implementing the deformed
supersymmetry generators Qi. The construction of these operators is given in §5.3.
However, having given an expression for the kernel in §5.4, we then demonstrate that it
is unfortunately impossible to write K in a shorter form using the operators representing
Qs:
IgG = (5.2)
5.2 The NV = 2 Non-linear o-Model
In this section we set the scene for the analysis by describing in detail the case of unde-
formed supersymmetry in two dimensions, focusing on the use of differential operators
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to implement the supersymmetry and simplify the description as our goal is to intro-
duce similar operators in the deformed case. As the supercharges in two dimensionsact
independently on left- and right-moving components, it is convenient in this case to use
“lightcone” coordinates «+, 6+, 6+ and so the identities of the previous chapters will
be rewritten in this formalism. The expression “lightcone coordinates” strictly applies
only to Minkowski spacetime and in the non-anticommutative case we are obliged to
work in a spacetime of Euclidean signature. However, following the conventionsof [83],
our coordinates are constructed in a manner analogous to that in the Minkowski case,
as r4 = 3(2° +21).
We now consider a theory with a multiplet of chiral superfields ot (a=gt,0*) (with
components ¢*, 7’, F*) and their conjugate fields o!, ¢, wi, F?. The N = 2 non-linear
o-model action is then given by
S6= / d?xd?0d70K (, ©). (5.3)
In the two-dimensional case, the supercharges are given by
OQi = B02”
a a (5.4)
+ ab+ dy+* ’
where _
yt = at — i9t6* (5.5)
are the chiral coordinates in two dimensions.
These charges nowsatisfy the algebra
Q = Q3 =0,
{Qs Q..} = {Q+,Q_-} = 0, (5.6)
{On Q+} = 104,
and the superfields have the component field expansions
b= G40, +040_ +060F,
&= 640" [by — 070,46] +9 [b_ — i0-0_4] (5.7)
+0+0- [F + i0tO,b_ — 1070_H, + 070°0,0_4],
where the componentfields are functions of y*, as defined in Eq. (5.5). As the super-
charges operate on the superspace coordinates, their effect on an individual component
field is not immediately obvious without reference to the superfield. To account for
this, it is useful to represent the effect of the charges Q+, Q+ by differential operators
q+, 9%. acting directly on thefields, according to
®| = ®[Q+, ®] a ; (5.8)
[Q+, B| = q+®,
where
O O—— + ==ia6 * Pibe0b 10.OF’
4 a a “3 a (5.9)= —o4—= + F—— + 10 + 1040.dt P55 ibs 10405Ova ¥ 10sb5 55
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We use the superscript “0” to denote the undeformed case. Since g+ will be un-
changed in the deformed case, no superscript is needed for the unbarred operators.
These operators have anticommutation properties analogous to Eq. (5.6), except that
{q., q+} = i014,
{72,q-} = i0-,
where the change in sign is due to the definition of the differential operators in terms of
commutators of the supercharges as can be seen by commuting Eq.(5.8) with Q+, Q+
respectively and using
(5.10)
[az,Q+] = (7. Q+] = 0, (5.11)
which follows from
(gz, 0+] = [76,02] =0 (5.12)
in conjunction with Eq. (5.6) and the generalised Jacobi identity:
[A, [B, C]] + [B,[A, C] = [{A, B}, C]. (5.13)
The transformations of 6,® induced by 6. = e+Q, +€7Q_ +€*Q, +€-Q_ are
given by
bP = [e*Qy + eQ. + eTQs + €Q_, | ’
6-@ = [eFTQ4 +€°Q_ +O, +2Q_,4]
so, combining Eq. (5.4) with Eq. (5.7), we find the following transformations of the
componentfields:
(5.14)
deh = ery +ep-,
bc, =eF + ie0,4,
bp. = -etF + i€0_¢,
6-F = —ietO,p_ +i€OW,
bb = Erbe ~~ eo,
bey = ic10,6 -—EF,
Op. = —ieO0_G+2'F,
OF = ietO,p_ — ieO_W.
Using Eqs. (5.7), (5.8), we can also write the transformations in termsof the differ-
ential operators:
(5.15)
6b = (CFgy HEG- + EGU +e7) 4, (5.16)
with similar expressions for the other componentfields.
The effect of the f[ d?d76 in Eq.(5.3) is to extract the 670? term from the expansion
of kK (4, ®) giving the action in terms of components as
m= / We500-8 + Kx,00
+ Ks (iw0, + via,ot + PF!)
~ KisiibkFF = KgP
I aap
+ ikge (VATOFF+ wT,F)
+ Kyloe],
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where OKK,=—. 5.18a O¢" ( )
Applying the differential operators, Eq. (5.9), to the action, Eq. (5.17), we may
verify that
q+So = 74.50 = 0, (5.19)
demonstrating the invariance of the action under supersymmetry transformations, ac-
cording to Eq. (5.16).
The action in Eq. (5.17) can also be written using the differential operators q+, 7%
So = [PryaPaK, (5.20)
which guarantees Eq. (5.19) due to the nilpotency of q+, 9%, which in turn follows from
that of Q+, Q+ in Eq. (5.6). We mayalso eliminate the auxiliary fields F’, F using their
equations of motion to rewrite the action in the form
So = / ax las (2,¢'0- + iio+iv0,0)oo (5.21)
+ RagAT| )
where R75 is the Riemann curvature tensor constructed from the Kahler metric 95 =
K.i By writing the action in this form we see that it is expressible in terms of the
metric.
At the quantum level the renormalisation of the model may be achieved by replacing
the classical Kahler potential by a bare version, Kg, chosen so as to cancel the ultra-
violet divergences order by order. Using dimensional regularisation with the spacetime
dimension continued to d = 2 — €, at one loop we have
1
Kp =K+ omen (ink) ; (5.22)
which corresponds to replacing the Kahler metric by
Bg = 95+ Rp (5.23)
where R= is the Ricci tensor [85]. No higher-order divergences appear until the four-
loop level.
Just as the classical action may be obtained by the operators q+, 9%. acting on K
as in Eq. (5.20), we may write the bare action as
Sop = [eraaKe. (5.24)
By comparing this with Eq. (5.22) we see that the expression
q-449..74. tr In Kg (5.25)
has the effect of reproducing the one-loop divergences in a compact form.
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5.3 Non-anticommutative supersymmetry in two dimen-
sions
In this section we repeat the analysis of the previous section for the case of deformed
two-dimensional supersymmetry. We take the deformation to be of the form
(##)’ =)’ =0,
{6T ,0-} =0, (5.26)
1ota —.Ore y=
This form for the non-anticommutativity parameter allows us to interpret / as the
energy-scale of the deformation.
The supercharges then satisfy the algebra
Qi = Qi =0,
{Q+, Q-} = 0,
we oe 4 @ (5.27){Q+,Q-} = "Mdytay~
{Q+,Q+} = —i04,
and the star-product in this case may be expressed as
1Ot x6” = OTE —* * OM”
10 x6t = -9T0" ——* QO + DAT
16+ 9tg- = ——9t 5.28* aM” (5.28)
10 0TO- = ——6-* 2M”
1+6 xo oe” = —.0 «xO TAP
We now wish to construct differential operators 74 representing the effects of Qi.
in the deformed case in a similar manner to Eq. (5.8), extending the 74 given in Eq.
(5.9) for the undeformed case. It should be noted that the differential operators q+ are
not affected by the deformation. We begin by examining theeffects of Q+ on powers
of © alone, since mixed products of 6 and © present additional complications.
Defining
1”) = /; dé () (¢ + uF) (5.29)
we may show, using the methodsof[83], that
b" = (14+6%q,) (1+ 0-4) (7° — aval”) (5.30)
where ©” denotes the star-product of n copies of 6. When acting on ®!, the Q+ are
represented by the differential operators
a? =H) — sp7vg- +i (—a.al [Aa] O+ Aa0+ [a] 0) ;
_ 1 . 7t= — sda -i(-d.d! [Oa] 6 +014,0
+
[0-4] 0). (5.31)
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where a prime denotes the part of the operator containing only derivatives with respect
to the chiral (but not the anti-chiral) fields such that, in particular
O O O+ 044—Ob, = 0xa + 0,F—. (5.32)a, = ape Ob OFOg
Furthermore, [ag] above is defined by
0
 
[O.q_] = avea6 + O,F> (5.33)
and O, O are required to obey
OT” = 1,)_ p(n) an) (Bs)
These properties are guaranteed by the following definitions:
oo Tr 2r—11 Oo-Sie-(an) (a5)"x op (5.35)
~ 1 \" 0\7~
=er-1)a(zp) (F535) ;
r=1
where the a, must satisfy, for each n > 1,
n—1 An—r _ 1d2 (+1) Qn! 2 Q@n+1)Qn—1) (6.6)
Whilst there appears to be no closed expression for the a, satisfying this property,
they may be calculated iteratively and the first terms in the sequence are
1 1 1MA Bap 8BT 5.3712 720’ (5.37)
The following relations follow directly from the undeformed differential operators,
Eq. (5.9), and the definition of I, Eq. (5.29):
ai” = —t [4‘| re
Qe) =i [aq',| 7)r+1> (5.38)GIs” = gl Is”=0,
dT”) = gt” =0,
where a double prime denotes the part of the operator containing derivatives with
respect to the anti-chiral (but not the chiral fields).
We mayuse these relations to verify that the operators in Eq. (5.31) do indeed
represent the operators Q+ according to
[Q+, "| = Go (5.39)
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It is also straightforward to check that the operators in Eq. (5.31) satisfy the anti-
commutation relations of Eq. (5.27) using
O .a, F—| = Fi [Aa], (5.40)Oo
which follows by direct computation and which implies
[7O] = #4 [A444] O. (5.41)
When acting on products of both ® and ®, the situation is more complicated and
the operators representing Q+ will require further modification. We have oO. = 6" and
we find
O72 x G" = (14+ 0*q,) (1+ 4-¢)
x1 _F (a2" - oFata.)| f =p (a = azatd,)] (5.42)
x (4° - a.q-T\”) 6”,
in which case we have
n,m _ jJ—® a >
(2 0Br], = fat 55 (Ota1 -Og")} ono (5.43)(Q_,o"+5"]= {a __ (ard, - ala) Bg BM”
However, if we begin with
O" «G2 = (14 0tq,) (140¢)cfr(esa)7(rages) os
« (7$"Y aaq-neVem,
then we have
[,8" + 02], = fat + 55 (tal -onallmen
(5.45)
[Q_,B" * B?] = {7 + 55 (Og — dq’1) om a7,
We see from these relations that the operators representing Qs are modified in
different ways depending on whether they act on ®? *&™ or on 6” « 6”. Tt is unusual
to find that the representation of the operator depends on the ordering of the term
on which it acts. Fortunately, however, we are only interested in the deformed version
of the Kahler potential, in which, for naturalness, each term should be defined as a
symmetrised star-product of ©’s and ®’s, and therefore the ordering problem will not
arise. For such a symmetrised product, the representations of Q+ will again be different
from those given in Eq. (5.31) and indeed from those given in Eqs. (5.43), (5.45). For
an undeformed Kahler potential
K [®, 4] = So KnmO"O™, (5.46)
nm
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the equivalent deformed potential is given by
K, [©, 5] = 5° [oo (5.47)
where [oo| | represents the symmetrised star-product of n ®’s and m ®’s. It may
be shown that
K, [6,8] = (1+ 6%q,) (1+ 0-¢_) (1— 079%”) (1-0-9)
x [Ko (¢, F, 6) — a44-K1(9, F, 9) (5.48)
1 =.=. =
where
Km (¢, F,¢) = /: déée™K (¢ + LF, 3) . (5.49)
2
The symmetrisation has resulted in the disappearance of most of the terms involving
a factor of xt in Eqs. (5.42), (5.44). Correspondingly, we no longer need to include
the x terms of Eqs. (5.43), (5.45) in our operators. However, the residual a term
requires a modification of the operators given in Eqs. (5.31), so that
_ _0 1 iq+ = 447 auotd- ~ ae ( dq + a.d_qid!)
+i(-da! [Aa] O+a0 + [Aa] 0), 50; . 5.5
- _-0 t t ry orion onoq—- = 44 —- aao-+ oe 4M2 (—a"dqa' + daa")
—i(-da'. [0d] O+ aLa,0 + [a4] 0).
Wecanverify that these operators do indeed implement the operators Q+ according
to
[(Q+, Ky], = 94K. (5.51)
by using the analogue of Eq. (5.34) for the Kahler potential,
OKo = ki,
~ (5.52)OK, = Kz —OKo
along with the analogue of Eq. (5.38),
q,.Kr =-1 [aa Ky41,
q_K, =i|0.d,| Kris,
- i| 14] m (5.53)q4Ko = q_Ko = 0,
qiKi = qk, = 0.
The action is given by the 076? term and hence, from Eq. (5.48), we have
S = f aaqavata(Ko aea-Ki). (5.54)
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which can be expanded as [81-83]
S= j {Pr05K,0-9 + ddKod,706
+ 0:05Ko (ivi.ov, + itOD + F'F!)
— 00,0;Kobi,0Fi — 0;050; Kodi,ORF!
+ 10,050¢Ko (040.06 + vid0,6*) (5.55)
+ J050,0-Kowiwv?Biopt
+ 7 (aojeiF0,00 — A;d,0;Kpi,we06)
+ 0,050.F'0,90_G* — O:0,0;0gKibot0.00.#) \
It can then be checked also that
S= [eeaaas (Ko — q+9-K1) = [P20a7-aKo. (5.56)
Note that the K, term in Eq. (5.54) is indispensible and is entirely responsible for
the K, terms in the expanded action, Eq. (5.55). However, in Eq. (5.56), the Ay term
is redundant and can be omitted, leading to a form for the action similar to that in
the undeformed case, Eq. (5.20). The Ky terms in Eq. (5.55) are generated from Eq.
(5.56) by applying therelations of Eq. (5.52).
Finally, from Eq. (5.56), we see that, as in the undeformed case, the nilpotency of
g+,9+, which follows from that of Q+,Q+ in Eq. (5.27), ensures
qzS = G45 = 0. (5.57)
5.4 One-Loop Corrections
The motivation for this work was to investigate the one-loop corrections for the de-
formed theory, and determine whether they could be interpreted in terms of a smearing
of the background geometry as at the classical level. It seemed reasonable to do this
order by order in aT: It should be noted that K; is a power series in xh starting
at sh for even 7 and yy for odd i. As mentioned in §4.2, it is necessary to make a
choice of method as the computation of the one-loop and higher quantum corrections
for the undeformed Kahler o-model may be performedin several different ways. In the
undeformedcase, the superspace calculation [77] is the most efficient and demonstrates
the generally covariant form of the results: that is, that the action may be expressed
in terms of the Kahler metric and its associated Riemann tensor. In the component
formulation, the covariant form of the classical action is obtained upon integrating out
the auxiliary fields, and computations up to four loops have also been carried out in
this formalism [76]. In the non-anticommutative case, superspace computations have
been performed in the four-dimensional context [86, 87] but the formalism is technically
rather complex. On the other hand,integrating out the auxiliary fields in the deformed
action, Eq. (5.55), would be difficult and, in any case, it is no longerclear if general
covariance is a useful guide.
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Accordingly, we decided to perform the calculation in the uneliminated component
formulation. Unfortunately, it rapidly becomes apparent that there is a great number
of diagrams to consider. As the diagrams with no factor of ty are to be found in the
undeformed model, we have already seen that they may be expressed concisely in the
form q-94¢°.79tr In K5: Similarly, it is possible to express those diagrams with a
single factor of sh in the form q_qiK for some K which werefer to as the “kernel”.
Since G_9,.Ko = F'K,07 —pipKoy: with a similar expression for Ky, the action in Eq.
(5.54), and hencethelist of one-loop corrections, separates into four sections which can
be independently written as q_q4 acting on a kernel. The kernel may thus be written
(1) _ OLye Ki — OoLye
atKKH (KiimF" — Kimn'?™”yn)BT i DAD 4OF oe OF*0FI (5.58)
nesDAN? (Ay + Ag + Az + Aa),
where Lyyj2 is the M? term in the Lagrangian of Eq. (5.55) and Aj_4 are expressed
diagrammatically in Figs. 5.3-5.9.
In these diagrams a “propagator” in a loop denotes K~! and vertices denote deriva-
tives of K, while external lines attached to vertices represent the variousfields according
to the conventions in Fig. 5.1 and the convenient shorthand notations in Fig. 5.2.
Incoming arrowsrepresent chiral fields whilst outgoing arrows represent antichiral
fields. The ordering of fermion fields is fixed by the convention that we start at the
left-most field at the top of the diagram and read clockwise around the loop. As an
illustration of notation, the first diagram in A; in Fig. 5.3 represents
FYPIKygK™K™ (KynpF? — KranpyPi¥) (5.59)
whilst the second represents
Fil, UFKKKgk(KmmpF? — Knampgl) K™™KennK?™, (5.60)
where K4 = KZ".
Note that the undeformed corrections, as given in §5.2, correspond in this notation
to
q-949.94.
(5.61)a
whilst the classical action corresponds to the operators acting on a single vertex.
Using 0,K—~! = —K~10;KK7~!the effect of q+ is to add external lines and create
new vertices. After acting on a diagram with g_q+, we obtain a set of diagrams which
(unless they cancel with similar contributions from other kernel diagrams) correspond
to viable one-loop Feynman diagrams, the vertex with the dot (or the blob) being the
one from the deformed part of the action, and hence with an accompanying sy factor.
There are someintriguing patterns in the groups of diagrams appearing in Aj~4.
For instance, one group of terms in A; is repeated in Aq with the simple substitution
of a blob for an incoming F’; and another group of terms in A; maybe obtained from
the former group in A, by replacing a 4 followed by an adjacent w_ (or vice-versa)
with an F —4_. Finally, the graphs in A3are similar to those of Ao.
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Having written the one-loop corrections in terms of the unbarred operators, it is
tempting to wonderif the analogy with the undeformed case goes further so that we
may write Sp) = [xqaaa.ky (5.62)
for some underlying Ko), where g4+ are the deformed operators constructed in Eq.
(5.50); indeed this was our motivation for constructing these operators in thefirst in-
stance. Unfortunately this turns out not to be the case, and this can be demonstrated
as follows. Focusing on the set of graphs in Kc) with five vertices, four with a single
fermion and one with an F’,it can be seen that the graphs with six vertices, five with
one fermion and one with an F (and no derivatives) created by the action of q+ on this
set do not cancel. In drawing this conclusion we can restrict attention to the effect of
7. since the remaining terms in G1 all contain derivatives. Since this is the only source
of graphs of this type in qk), we see that aK # 0 (and, similarly, q_k) # 0).
Therefore q-q4qK) # 0 and q-a4q-K) # 0 (consider, for instance, those graphs
for which g_q, simply attaches an F at the vertex already containing an F’) and so
qs) # 0, qs) # 0. This immediately implies, due to the nilpotency of q+, that
s cannot be of the form Eq. (5.62). It is interesting that the classical behaviour
is not reproduced at the quantum level, and in particular that the one-loop effective
action is not invariant under g4 even though theclassical action is. Having written
down the one-loop divergences, we found that this model is in fact non-renormalisable.
This is seen quite easily as we are able to insert multiple deformed vertices to produce
one-loop divergences with arbitrarily large numbersof external states. We should clar-
ify here that, although the undeformed theory is renormalisable for interaction terms of
arbitrarily high order, a given Lagrangian will contain only a finite numberof interac-
tion terms. The non-renormalisability of the deformed model is due to the generation
of arbitrarily high-order interaction terms from any interaction term of the classical
action. A given action will thus require infinitely many parameters to absorball di-
vergences. Recall that we gave a general argument for the renormalisability of N= 5
theories in §4.3 which relied on non-Hermiticity. The fact that the present modelis
non-renormalisable does not invalidate that argument but it does require us to clarify
the reason for its failure here. The ability of non-Hermiticity to “rescue” the renor-
malisability of non-anticommutative theories is reliant upon a “pseudo-R symmetry”
of the models concerned which will be discussed in the following chapters. The non-
renormalisability of the two-dimensional o-model is due to the lack of such a symmetry.
5.5 Summary
We have constructed differential operators which encapsulate the supersymmetry in
both the undeformed and deformed cases and which may be used to express the action
of the non-linear o-model. We have shown that these operators remain nilpotent in
the deformed case and that, therefore, the classical action is invariant under the trans-
formations induced by the operators. The one-loop effective action, however, we have
shown not to be expressible in terms of the full set of operators in the deformed case
despite being expressible in the form of the holomorphic operators acting on a kernel,
which we have calculated to lowest order in the non-anticommutativity parameter. We
have also shown that the arguments of §4.3 fail to apply in the two-dimensional case
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leading to the non-renormalisability of this model. The four-dimensional models we
turn to in the remaining chapters, however, will prove to be renormalisable.
——>------- Scalar——_»>—————- Fermion
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£ i.testesJoseDerivative 0.
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Figure 5.1: Conventions for Feynman diagramsin Figs. 5.3-5.9
 
Figure 5.2: Shorthand notations used in Figs. 5.3-5.9
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Figure 5.3: Diagrams for A,
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Figure 5.4: Diagrams for A; continued
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Figure 5.5: Diagrams for Ag
  
Figure 5.6: Diagrams for A3
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Figure 5.8: Diagrams for A4 continued
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Figure 5.9: Diagrams for Aq continued
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Chapter 6
The Non-anticommutative
Wess-Zumino Model
As the renormalisation of deformed gauged models has been studied in the past [50-
53] and as such models meet with difficulties when introducing a superpotential (as
will be discussed in chapter 8) in order to investigate the properties of a deformed
superpotential, we focus in this chapter on a simple (ungauged) Wess-Zumino model
[88]. The form of the classical action studied in this chapter is in accordance with the
action given in Ref. [89]. In §§6.1,6.2, we derive differential operators representing
the SUSYalgebra in analogy to those derived for the o-model in the previous chapter.
The remainder of the chapter is dedicated to investigating the renormalisation of the
model in both the uneliminated and eliminated formalisms and addressing the question
of naturalness in the choice of certain parameters. We show that consistency between
the two formalisms requires us to include separate couplings for all terms that may be
generated by renormalisation of the classical action.
6.1 Representation of the Supersymmetry Algebra — the
Undeformed Case
We follow the analysis of the previous chapter in determining differential operators
which represent the supersymmetry algebra in the undeformed and deformed cases. As
we are now working in four dimensions, we return to the standard notation for the
supercharges:
0
Qa = ae’_ (6.1
= Qo .Qe — aoe + 200 Oextes
where
Ong = OF 0 6.2Oa Pad Gyr ( . )
and y“ are the chiral coordinates as before.
The supercharges obey again the algebra
1Qe; Qa} = 0,
{Qa} = 0, (6.3)
Tees Qa} = 21004,
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and chiral and antichiral multiplets again take the form of Eq. (2.19).
Once again, we wish to represent the charges Qa, Qa by differential operators qa, 7
acting on the fields according to
 
’ ®] = da[Qa ] d ® (6.4)
(Qa, ®| =~~ TP
and wefind, in this case, that the differential operators take the form
7 O
aan, —i Ooés aba Onepe
11. @ -— dO . ,
= va-FS - Ook: Oae ay
where again the superscript 0 is in anticipationofa different form for qq in the deformed
case.
As we did not need to deal with the Levi-Civita tensor in two dimensions, it is
worth mentioning here that, whilst Eopy? = vz, for consistency we must define
0 0“Og Dum 69)
6.2 Representation of the Supersymmetry Algebra — the
Deformed Case
In this section we repeat the analysis of the previous section for the case of deformed
supersymmetry. In this model we return to a general non-anticommutativity parameter
ers ~° (6.7){07, 0°} = 0%
so that the supercharges again obey
{Qe, Qa} = 0,
{Qa,9,} = —4c%8Do45 (6.8)
{Qa, Qa} = 21006,
and the star-product is given by
1 1a B— ah p2 = Cob0° «6 in
0% «0? = C%Gg, (6.9)
12 2Ox OF = —detC = Tr:
Note that, although we are working with a general non-anticommutativity parame-
ter, we define a parameter M in terms of the determinant of C°? in a manner analogous
to that of the previous chapter. This allows us to retain the interpretation of M as the
energy scale of the deformation.
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We now wish to construct differential operators Ja representing the effects of Qa
in the deformed casein a similar manner to Eq. (6.4), extending 7% given in Eq. (6.5)
for the undeformed case. We proceed as for the two-dimensional case by considering
first the effects of Q4 on powers of ® alone, since we will find it necessary again to
deal with symmetrisation when we include products of both @ and ®. Using slight
modification of our definition of i” from the previous chapter,
i r n
(4 F)= ° d Ss bp 6.10@.F)= [a (siz) (6+ 3F) > (6.10)
we find that ;
g” = (1 + 0q- (0) (GS _ Pr”) (6.11)4
Acting on ®", Qg is found to be represented by
G2 = 0 — i (gCO)q + 44 (—a? [Dna] O + Inad*O + [Baad] ©). (6.12)
Here O, O are required to obey the samerelations as in the two-dimensional case,
Eq. (5.34), but their definitions must also be modified to account for the modification
in the definition of i:
co Tr 0 2r—1
O= doar (a) (F55) >: Cry pyr (6.13O=»(2r — 1) o- (aan) (Fx)
where the a,’s are defined as in the previous chapter.
using the relations for O, O given in Eq. (5.34) along with
BIM = i [Oaaq™ 1, (6.14)
we can verify that the differential operators in Eq. (6.12) do indeed represent the
operators Qa according to
(Qa, 07], = qh2. (6.15)
Of course it is not sufficient to reproduce the effects of Qa on star-products of ®
alone: we saw in the two-dimensional case that it was necessary to consider the effect
on deformedversions of general polynomials in ® and ® such as the Kahler potential.
In the case of the four dimensional Wess-Zumino model, to investigate the divergence
structure it would be sufficient to consider only the effects of Qa on ® x ® or on
cubic superpotentials in either ® or ®, as higher powers would be non-renormalisable.
However, in general, if one were interested in contributions to the effective action, one
would need once again to consider deformed versions of general polynomials, and so we
shall again take the Kahler potential as an example.
Wefind in this case that the (symmetrised) deformed Kahler potential may be
expressed in terms of the differential operators as
K, [®, 8] = (1 + 0q—- i?) f + 64°" — w (7°”) ij
x [Ko (6, F,4) -@°Ks (4,F,(0))| (6.16)
= sah (0) (0")” Ko (4.8.9).
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where
Kn (FA)=ue(587) (o+ $F3). (6.17)
The version of the differential operator representing Qa acting on the Kahler po-
tential, G4 is then found to be given by
_ . ada = 7% —i(qC0),, - IM? ( ad92 4. hadq”) (6.18)+4 (—9? [Irad?] 6 + dnad’*O + [Inad”] ©) -
We can verify that these operators implement the operators Qq according to
Qe: Ke), = FaKus (6.19)
using the properties of O, O (Eq. (5.52)) together with the analogue of Eq. (6.15):
7° 5 IeK, = -7 (044° K,i| aad | r+1; (6.20)
gKo = Ki =0.
Furthermore,it is straightforward to check using
0faa. Pe] = i [ahaa (621)
which implies _
[73 O] = -i [%aa'*] O, (6.22)
that the operators gq in Eq. (6.5) and Gq in Eq. (6.18) satisfy the anticommutation
relations of the SUSY algebra (Eq. (6.8)).
Asin the two-dimensionalcase, the kinetic part of the standard Wess-Zumino model
may be obtained from Eq. (6.16) by taking K [®, 6] = Oo:
= _ 1 _
Skin = [ aivetea*oo © = ig | aae'o
(6.23)
= / dta (*G0,6 + iP"Oy) + FF) ,
so the kinetic terms are undeformed.
We see from Eq. (6.11) that the holomorphic potential terms are given by
1 1= ~ [atxfe Fae + wy
(6.24)
= [ater EmI?) + sult?) ;
which leads to
1 1 1Sw = / d‘z [5m (¥* — Fé) + 59 (oy? — Fd”) + gy (detC) rs ; (6.25)
Since 6” = 6", the antiholomorphic potential terms are given by
d‘x a6a St +—zaSw =“Jer om
= 5 fata? smd? +=|
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which leads to
1 41 een, |ee eeSy = fa e 5m (b° — Fd) + 59 (ob" — Fo | (6.27)
with no deformation as the deformed part of 7 in Eq. (6.18) has no effect on a function
of ¢. The full classical deformed action is therefore
s= / dtr (0"39,0 + ib"0, + FF -GF —GF
1 2 1_—» 1 9 1_—» 1
i (6.28)
gue + suey + amy + gin + 6! (detC) F° },
where G = m@ + syd.
Note that the only additional term arising from the deformation is the det(C)F2
term; this is in agreement with the action given in §3.5 which was first derived in Ref.
[37] by taking the standard undeformed action in superfields and replacing ordinary
products by star-products.
In the undeformed case, expressions like those in Eqs. (6.23), (6.24), (6.26) in terms
of ga and Gq encapsulate the supersymmetry of the undeformed action So due to the
nilpotency of ga, Gq and the fact that qa, Ga annihilate functions of o, @ respectively,
leading to
qaSo = G50 = 0. (6.29)
In the deformed case, although
daSkin = TaSkin = daSw = aS = IaSw = 9; (6.30)
we find that
daSw # 0. (6.31)
In fact, it is even found to be the case that
Sw #0. (6.32)
Thus it is only the transformations generated by Qa that are a symmetry of the
deformed action with potential. This is reminiscent of the fact that, in the two-
dimensional case, where we considered only the kinetic part of the action derived from
the Kahler potential, the quantum corrections were annihilated only by qa, although
in the two-dimensional case, the classical action was annihilated by both gq and qq.
6.3. Renormalisation of the Deformed Wess-Zumino Model
In this section we discuss the renormalisation of the non-anticommutative Wess-Zumino
model up to two loops. Two-loop calculations for the model were first performed in
Ref. [89] whilst renormalisability in principle was demonstrated to all orders in Ref.
[90]. We extend their calculation by including from the outset the full set of terms
which can be generated by renormalisation.
The only effect of the non-anticommutativity in the component action of Eq. (6.28)
is the final det C term. As mentioned above, the deformed action is only invariant
under the transformations generated by Qa. The deformed term is in fact separately
invariant under these residual V = 5 transformations and so there is no reason for the
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coefficient to evolve in the same manner as the Yukawa coupling in the undeformed
part of the action. Therefore, we are obliged to introduce this term with its own
separate coefficient. This term is found to generate one-loop divergences whose can-
cellation requires (det C)F?G and ™?(det C)F? terms in the action, and these terms
in turn generate further (det C)F? divergences along with other new terms. All these
terms should be included in the classical action with their own coefficients in order to
guarantee renormalisability [91]. The additional terms which can be generated were
demonstrated in Ref. [68]. In order to find the terms that can be generated, we must
consider the following invariances of the action.
Firstly, the action has a “pseudo-R symmetry” under
ore, Foe&’F, C% +eCOV, yey, (6.33)
where F,, ¢, 7 transform with opposite charges to F, ¢, y and 7, w are neutral.
Secondly, the action also has a “pseudo-chiral symmetry” under
—3iyed, m—>eIm, yroe Ty, (6.34)
with F and w transformingin a similar fashion to ¢ and barred quantities transforming
with opposite charges. The divergent terms which can arise subject to these invariances
consist (up to factors of yy) only of
7| (detC) F’ y, (det) F’G, 7, (det) FG’,
yt (det) G*, 2m(detC) Fe, y2m? (detC) FG, (6.35)
5m2 (detC) G, vom (detC)F, 734 (detC) G
It was suggested in Ref. [89] and proven in Ref. [92] that divergences form com-
binations of F and G and so only require a single coupling to remove divergences in
terms with equal powers of F, for example det(C)F?7¢* and det(C)F?ym¢@. We have
anticipated this above in our form for the divergences. The factors of y included in
(6.35) are appropriate for invariance under the pseudo-chiral symmetry (Eq. (6.34)).
These factors are not uniquely determined due to the fact that yy is invariant under
this symmetry but our choices will be justified later. Each of these terms is separately
N= $-invariant and so there is no way to determinetheir coefficients from theclassical
action. However, we shall investigate whether renormalisabilty places any constraints
on their values. Someof the terms in (6.35) could be omitted andstill leave a renormal-
isable theory but we includeall of these terms in the classical action for completeness.
Note that, although Ref. [54] also mentions terms of the form yFywCy and ovCy,
these terms are not possible in the ungauged case with only one chiral field due to the
symmetry of C°% and the antisymmetry of fermions. As such, the renormalisability
of the model presented here would still apply in the non-supersymmetric bosonic case
with an arbitrary symmetric coupling C””.
Weare led, then, to the action
$= / dtr (039.0 + iGo"0,0b + FF - GF -GF
+ suey + IOV + smb + gin
= i 15hF?G + akaFG + —kyG@
| (6.36)1+7" mF +
1 _- 57m [ks F? + 2kgFG + k7G?] + 7°m* [kgF + koG] ) ;
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where the coefficients k,~9 each contain a factor of (det C).
Note that we have no way to determine the renormalisation of (det C) indepen-
dently, only that of the coefficients k1_9.
6.3.1 Uneliminated One-Loop Renormalisation
Wewrite the divergent contributions to the deformed part of the effective action in the
form
pele/dni (Z.F* + ZoPG + ZyF@ + Zi@)
+9°m? (Z5F? + Z6FG + Z7G") (6.37)
+m! ZeF + ZG) | .
where the overall minus sign is included simply to avoid moresignslater.
Note that, as we work in the minimal subtraction scheme, Z,_9 contains nofinite
part. The divergent diagrams that contribute to Z1-9 can be divided into groups, each
group containing diagrams which have the sameinternal lines and numberofvertices as
well as the same numberof external auxiliary lines, thus differing only in the numberof
external scalar lines and corresponding 7 or ™ couplings. The divergent contributions
within each group can be expressed purely in terms of F’ and G. Using the Feynman
diagram coventions shown in Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2 depicts, for each group at one loop, the
example with the greatest number of external ¢ lines. Their divergent contributions
are given, diagram by diagram, in Table 6.1 and given in total by
=i) 1Z\)) = skool,
ZS) = (2k, + 4ko + 3k3) y@L,
— 5Zs = (2h + 4k3 + 3) yyL,
Zp =0,
ZW = (ky + 2ko + kg + ke) yyL, "Zz) = (ko + 2kg + kq + 2ks + 4ke + 3k7) yyL,
Z) =0,
Zig) = (ks + 2ke + kr + ko) yUL,Zs=0,
where 1=a (6.39)
Factors of yyL are suppressed in Table 6.1.
These divergences are cancelled by replacing the parameters y, Y, ki-9 andfields ¢,
o, F, F, w, w by corresponding appropriately chosen bare quantities ys, YB, kip—9B,
és, os, Fe, F's, vp; wp where the bare scalar and fermion fields are given by, for
instance,3g = Z2¢ with the same Z for each barefield in the case of the Wess-Zumino
model. However, the auxiliary fields do not necessarily renormalise in such a simple
way. Although non-linear auxiliary-field renormalisation, such as was discussed in 84.3,
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21 Z2 Zs Zs Z6 Ze
a 5ke
b Ako 2ko
Cc 2ky ky
d 3k3 kg + ke
e Ak3 2(kg + 2k) 2k¢
f 2k ko + 2ks ks
g 3kg ka + 3k7 kz + kg 
Table 6.1: Divergent contributions from Fig. 6.2
is not obligatory in the case of the Wess-Zumino modelas it is for gauged theories, we
nevertheless explore the freedom of making such renormalisations which will introduce
an element of arbitrariness into the 6-functions for k;. Specifically, we set
Fp = Z2F,
_ _ 1 = adFp = Z3F + Un (SRoFe + SpFeGp t+ so (6.40)
+i(UpFp + VeGp) + YampWe,
where Rp, Sz, Tp, Us, Vg and Wg contain divergent contributions only.
The non-renormalisation theorem leads to
yp = p2°Z-2y,
— .., tég—2.
YB = p2 Z 2Y, (6.41)
mp = Z~'m,
mp = Z-‘m,
where yp is the usual dimensional-regularisation mass parameter, and hence
Gy-Z7% (u2*06? + 778) . (6.42)
Wewrite
kip = ki + SOR, 17=1...4,
kip =p (§: + x?) , $= 8,9,
where n denotes the loop order, and noting that (det C) has dimension 2, and
 
(n) n wn)kg =>, ao t=, (6.44)
m=1
wherethefirst index on nm) denotes the loop order and the second denotes the order
of the pole in e.
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Wefind, from the bare version of Eq. (6.28), that
KO = 62") — 370%, — 39),
KS = 2Z$? — 22ky + (Ri— 255),
Kp = 224? — 2kg + (258— 7h),
KD = 624) + 37%,
KD) = 27— 27%, — 20, (6.45)
kG) = ZE? — Zk + (UP - VP),
KO = 27+ av,
KD) = ZO) — 7kg — WO),
KY = 7+ Ww.
Rg, Sp, Tp have similar expansions to kjg_4p in Eqs. (6.43), (6.44) but with, for
example,
nm n,m)(r
m=1
whilst Ug, Vg have similar expansions to ksg_7p and Wz to kgp_o9p
Writing 6; = waki and requiring that k;g in Eq. (6.43) be independent of ju, we
then find that BD aK), §G=1...9. (6.47)
The 6-functions for y, ¥ are defined similarly; we have
~ 1612¢ (6.48)
and then, by Eq. (6.41),
3(1) 2 4By? = G2 x 5u (6.49)
with a similar expression for pe”.
Writing rb) = ern etc., we have from Eqs. (6.38), (6.43)-(6.48)
BW) = Koha“683 (ki +ko—-11),
     
a 2
) = Ke) = 6x— (4k, + 10ke + 6k3 +171 — 281),
BM) = ne) = irUF (Aka + 9k3 + 5kq + 281 — th),
(1) __ Kh1) _
Pa = “6
(2) it)A) _~ ior2(ky + 2ko + kg + ks + ke — u1), (6.50)
pi = Kee) == eat (kg + 2kg + kg + 2ks + 5ke + 3k7 + uy — 01),
1 1,1 yyBP = we) = F5a92M
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S) =)=UY (ies + 2ke + kor + kg + ko — wr),
(1) _ ri(41) VY°o ~ 16x?
Theresults adopt their simplest from for r, =s; =t) =u, =v; =w, =0, in which case
the 6-functions for k4, k7 and kg are identically zero and, therefore, the corresponding
terms could be omitted from the action. This feature will persist at two loops, although
only in the present case: (4, 37, 39 would all acquire contributions in the case of more
than one chiral multiplet if the yF~Cw and ¢?WCyinteractions were included. In this
simple case, we also see that once we have a non-zero ki, we inevitably generate ko
and ks, and from these we generate k3, kg and kg. This is why it was, in principle,
necessary to give the 7~'F® term its own coupling, k,, rather than yy, since in general
By # utyy, and why we hadto introduce the other terms corresponding to k2_9 also.
In fact, by taking
UW}.
1 = ko, sy, = ty = Uy = VS Wy 0, (6.51)
we can make po consistent with k, = yy corresponding to a coefficient of y for the F°
term as in the classical action, Eq. (6.28), but we cannot use the freedom in choosing
r1, 81, t1, U1, U1, W1 to maintain zero values for ko_9.
6.3.2 Eliminated One-Loop Renormalisation
The equations of motion for the auxiliary fields are given by
F=G,
a ana, o 2 a, 1) ml 2-2 —-3—4 (6.52)F=G+y ghiF + kaFG + sksG +y “™ [ksF + keG] +7 m keg,
and using these to eliminate the auxiliary fields from the action gives
S= / tr}0°G0,0 + PTO,rb
— 1 o l=». 1 .»,1l1—_,
1 =, 1+ ouSe + eT2G” +m7“ta,
where
Ay = ky +: 3 (ko + k3) + ka,
Ao = ks + 2ke + kz, (6.54)
A3 = kg + ko.
Writing the divergent contributions to the deformed part of the effective action in
the eliminated case as
DPatim) = -| dta [ig1G + 7PME +7mY3G) (6.55)
(introducing an overall negative sign as in Eq. (6.55)), we have
AiB = A1 + 6Y%1,
A2B = A2 + 2Yo, (6.56)
AsB = A3 + Y3.
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We find from the eliminated diagrams (an example of which is depicted in Fig.6.2(h)) that
5
yf = gry,
YA” = (Ay + 32) y@L,
Y£) = (Ag +A) YUL.
Then writing
B= At +A
dop = wo (» Ya)
n
Asp= (> + >a) ;
n
where
L(n,m)ae = 5) ao P18,
m=1
 
we find, from Eqs. (6.41), (6.42), (6.53), (6.56), (6.57), that
LP) = 15)1 a oan
(4,1) _Ly = T6n2 (21 + 6,2) 5
17 1Lt ) = Téna (A2 + A3)
and po = Lo1)
Substituting in the values for ki_9 from the uneliminated case, we find
Aip = kip t+kap +3 (kop + k3p),
A2B = k5p + 2kep + k7p,
A3B = kgp + kop,
(6.57)
(6.58)
(6.59)
(6.60)
(6.61)
(6.62)
as should be the case for consistency between the two formalisms. Using Eqs. (6.43),
(6.44), (6.50), (6.58), (6.59), (6.60), we find that this is satisfied at one loop regardless
of the values of Rg, Sg, Tp, Us, Vp, We in Eq.(6.40).
6.3.3. Naturalness in the Action
The original deformed Wess-Zumino action of Eq. (6.28) corresponded to the values
ky = yy and ka_9 = 0. However, as was emphasised earlier, the more general action
of Eq. (6.36) is invariant under NV = 5 transformations regardless of the values of
k1_-9 and we saw from Eq. (6.50) that the choice kj = yy, ko-9 is not maintained by
renormalisation. We wish to investigate whether there is a choice of values for kj_9
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which is preserved by renormalisation and which would be, in somesense, natural.
More precisely, we wish to write
kj = Ay (yy)? , be 1, »4,
ki =ai(yy)?,  1=5,6,7, (6.63)
ki, = aj yy)’, 1 = 8,9,
where aj,i = 1...9 are simply scale-independent numbers (independent of y or 9).
This entails
(1) (1) (1) pg) (1) (1)
1 = 2 = 3 = 4 =p oT + — ;ce[
eT 
ky ko kg ka
QQ) g(t) a) g)Bs)_ Be_ Br (BaOY (6.64)ks ke kz y y
— y y
1 1 1 (1)
kg kg y .
Using Eqs. (6.49), (6.50), we obtain the following system of equations:
(3 — 3p) ki + 3k — 3r1 = 0,
Ak, + (10 — 3p) ko + 6k3 +171 — 281 = 0,
Aka + (9 — 3p) k3 + 5k4 + 281 — ty = 0,
—3pk4 + 3t, = 0,
2ky + 4ko + 2kg + (2 — 30) ks + 2ke — 2ui = 0, (6.65)
ko + 2k3 + kg + 2ks + (5 — 30) ke + 3k7 + ur — v1 = 0,
—3ok7 + 2v; = 0,
ks + 2kg + k7 + (1 — 37) kg + kg — wi = 0,
—3Tk9 + w, = 0.
Wecan solve, for instance, the first three of these equations successively for r; then
s; then t;. The fourth equation then gives the constraint
(15 — 3p) Ay = 0. (6.66)
Dealing with the fifth to seventh equations similarly, we find
21 + (6 — 3a) Ap = 0, (6.67)
whilst the eighth and ninth lead to
A2 + (1 — 37) A3 = 0. (6.68)
These conditions are equivalent to the equations that would arise from Eqs.(6.60),
(6.61) in the eliminated case had we sought such a Renormalisation Group-invariant
solution. Therefore, as we should expect, the eliminated and uneliminated formsof the
theory contain the same information.
If, say, Ay # 0, implying A2,3 4 0 by Eqs. (6.67), (6.68), then we require p = 5 but
then we can choose 11, 81, t1, U1, V1, W1 to satisfy Eqs. (6.65) for any k; and there are
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similar solutions with Ay = 0, A23 # 0, o = 2 and Ay =A2 =0, 43 # 0, T = * all of
which have arbitrary k;. In the case
M = Ao = Az = 0, (6.69)
where the deformed potential vanishes in the eliminated case, there is, in general, no
constraint on p, a, T. In this case, for any values of k; satisfying Eq. (6.69) and anyp,
o, T, we can again choose r1, 81, t1, U1, V1, Wi to satisfy Eqs. (6.65).
There are four special cases, however, that place constraints on k; in orderto satisfy
two extra conditions:
y= sp Hh =uy = v1, = uw; = 0, (6.70)p=o=7,
which seem to us to be rather natural constraints, the first removing non-linear renor-
malisations from the auxiliary fields which were included in this model merely for
completeness, and the second insisting that all deformed couplings scale in the same
fashion.
The four special cases are: firstly,
1 3 1k= qf = sk3 = ake = “ke = 3kg,Ae 8 (6.71)ky = kg = 0,
p=o=T=5,
secondly, 3 5
2
p=o=T=2,
thirdly 3ky = —5kg = 3k3, ks = —2ke,2 1 (6.73)
kg = k7 = kg = 0, p~O~T= 3,
and fourthly ky = —ky = kg = —ka, ks = —ke = kr, (6.74)kg = —ko, p=o=T=0.
Of these cases, the third and fourth are particularly interesting since they will also
prove to be valid in a similar way (with no non-linear renormalisation of F) at two
loops. This may berelated to the fact that Eqs. (6.73), (6.74) correspond to actions of
the simple forms
s= / ar]0°99,0 + ibo"Oub + FF —- GF —-GF
Lio. lees 1 »,.i-=+ syd’ + suey + amy + im (6.75)
+F [geo (r—By + sksom (F-G)+ks }
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Z\
a 51k:
b 2ke
c ky
d| 3k  
Table 6.2: Divergent contributions from Fig. 6.3
and
S= / trlO°G9,0 + ibo"Oup + FF —-GF —-GF
1 Laas. 1 1+ sueu + ka + sree + me
i 3] _ (6.76)
+ ekg!(F-G)" + sks“mm(F — G)
+ ky! (F -G) \
respectively. The equations of motion for F’ and F in Eq. (6.52) are then particularly
simple upon applying Eqs. (6.73), (6.74). In particular, the equation of motion for F
becomes linear in G upon applying the equation for F, F = G. We regard (6.73) and
(6.74), therefore, as natural forms for the action. It is also rather interesting that the
values p = 2 and p= $ have a significance even in the massless case, as we see in Eqs.
(6.72), (6.73), despite these values originally arising for the coefficients of the massive
terms in Eqs. (6.67), (6.68).
6.3.4 Uneliminated Two-Loop Renormalisation
We now turn to the two-loop calculation which, as we shall see, follows a very similar
pattern to the one-loop calculation. At two loops we have
 gz) =_- (6.77)
where i[=1-5¢ (6.78)
which, by Eq. (6.41), leads to a?) = —Syuly. (6.79)
Examples of each group of divergent two-loop diagrams, except for those contribut-
ing to Z4, Z7 and Zg, are depicted in Figs. 6.3-6.7 and the divergent contributions
are shown in Tables 6.2-6.4 suppressing factors of (yyL)?. The diagrams contributing
to Z4,Z7 and Zg cancel in pairs as they must due to the fact that, for instance, the
diagrams contributing to 74 have a one-loop ¢°¢? subdiagram and,in the uneliminated
case, there is no counterterm for such a divergence.
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Zo 7s
a 12k3 6k3
b 6lkg 3lkg
Cc 6k3 2(k3 + ke)
d Qiks Tho
e Ikp slike
f 2Tky Tkg 4Iky QTko
h 8k Ako
i ke ks
j Qlke Tk»
k 3rkg I (kg + ke)
i 20k, Tho
m ka (2k + kz)
nm 4k; 2k
o 21k, Tky
p 41k, 21k
q 2]ky Iky
r 4Tkp OTks
s Ako 2Qkho
t 2ke ko
u —Ikg  —35Tke
Table 6.3: Divergent contributions from Figs. 6.4, 6.5
 
 
   
73 Zs Zs
a 8lke 81kg 2Tke
b 61k T(5k3 + 2k) I(kg + kg)
Cc 21k T(kg + 2ke) Iked 2Ik3  I(k3 + 2ke) Tke
e 21k3 T(kg + 2ke) lke
f 4Tky ATky Tky
g 21k T(ke + 2ks) Tks
h Alky 21 (ke + 2k) 2Tks
1 21k I(ka + 2ks) Tks
J 4Tky 4Tky Tky
k 3 I(k4 + 3k7) I (kg + kz)| 10%k,  I(7ka-+6k7) 1 (ka + 3kr)m —6Ik3 _—I(5k3 + 2ks)  —I(k3 + ke)
n —4Iky —4Iky —Ik,o 12Tk3 20(5k3 + 2ke)  20(k3 + ko)
P Alka Alka Tko
q —8lko —8Iko —2Tko
r 8Iko 81k 2Tko
8 A4lkz 21(k3 + 2k) 2Tke
t 61k3 T(5k3 + 2k6) I(kg + kg)
Table 6.4: Divergent contributions from Fig. 6.6, 6.7
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The total two-loop divergences are given by
2 3(yyL)“ 4ki t+ 5! +2] ko + ahs 0>
)2 15(yyL) 4 [20 + 1] ki + [167 + 15) ko + 9[T + 2] ks + Sha
)2 25(yyL) 4ky + 20kg + 28k3 + 5fa I
)2 7 3(yyL) 2) [27 + 1] ky + [47 +5 ko + 2 [1 + 2] k3 + =5K (6.80)
3
+ ks + [I + 2} ke + sh}.
ZO) = (ygL)? {2 (2ky + 8ko + 10k3 + 4k4) + 8ks + 16k + 9k7} T,
Ze” = 0,
ZO) = (ypL)? {ki + 3kz + 3k3 + ka +4 (ks + 2ke + kr) + ko} T,
ZO) = 0.
From the bare form of Eq. (6.28) and using Eqs. (6.41), (6.42), the two-loop con-
tributions to the bare couplings are given by
po 2KG = 622) — 32), - 3 (2) ky - 32(KD + 3A) — BRB),
es 2Ky = 2ZY) — 22) kp — (Zep — 22(KG) — RY?+ 281?)
+ RQ) — 28%,
h@) = 2Z2) — Zk — 2 (a3 -2os) 470Ty?) +252) — 72),
2 2)KB = 62,” + 3T9),
2KG = 272) — 22bs — (ZO) es — 220) (49 + 205) — 209,
KG = ZP — 2)kg — 2) (149 — ULB + VS?) + UP — VP,
(6.81)
Ki? = 22) 4 av),
K2) = ZO — 2kg — ZY Ge +W})) - w?),
Ke = 20+ WP
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which, using Eqs. (6.43), (6.50), (6.77), (6.80), gives
hte = [31+ 4) ha +3( + 7) ha + Ok (ygL)? — 3R®),
keg = 16 (I +1) ky + (347 + 49) ko + 6 (37 + 8) kg + 15k, (yyL)?
+ RY —o50),
Ke) = ar +4 (101 +1) ko +3(191 +3) kg +5 (51 +1) | (yg)?
+252) — 72),
kK= 370),
Me = s+) + 2(82 +11) ko + 4(21 +5) kg + 6kg + (27 +5) ks
6.824+2(1+4) ke + 3h (ygL)? — 2U, (6-82)
k= cc + (162 + 1) ky +2 (107 +1) kg + (82 + 1) kg + 2(4I +1) ks
+ (177 +5) kg +3 (37 +1) | (ygL)? + UY) — VP),
KO = av),
kgs i I (ky + 3kq + 3k3 + ka) + (40 + 1) (ks + 2ke + kz)
+ (I +1) (kg + i) | (ygL)? — Ww,
2) wekop = ‘yl
Asat one loop, requiring that kig as given by Eqs. (6.43), (6.44) be y-independent
gives
8) = a2 (6.83)
together with the consistency conditions for the two-loop double poles:
2 (160?) x2) = 3 GGt) 1 ft») yO+3 (Car + ys”) (ky + ke),
2 (161?) nQ?) = 2 (2h) + Safi? + Buf) ya (6.84)
+2 (Ca + yBy”) (2k; + 5ke + 3k3) ete.
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From Eqs. (6.43), (6.44), (6.81), (6.83), the two-loop G-functions are given by
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
—\ 2
B®) => — Tees 573 (ky + ko + 2r2) )
pg) — — (yy) * 2 (8k, + 17k +9k 2s2 =~gm2y 27 Bh 2 + 9k3 — ra + 282),—\ 2A? = —UE (Bhi + 40k+ 5Thy + 25h — 459+ 2),
—\ 2(2) _ (yy)Pa” = (Gn?) 20
—\ 2p2) =E32 (A Uh+ 2k + fa + hy + hy + 2a), (6.85)
32 = WI)" (4h,
+
6ky 20ky 8Ky Bhs The Vky
—
2Bs” = —
Ty
gqaye (Aka + 16ko + 20ky + BK + Bks + 17ks + Okr — Qua + 2vn),
(2) (yy)?=4Br (16n2)2.”
g® = YD)" (4, + Bho + 3ky + ka +4 [ky
+
Dko br] he ho +28 (1672)2 2 3 tha +
4
[ks + 2ke + kr] + hg + ko + 2wo),
2) (yy)?
8 = (6n2)20u
2,1where ro = aoe etc.
We can check, using Eqs. (6.43), (6.44), (6.49), (6.50), (6.81), that Eq. (6.84) is
satisfied provided we take
z\ 2(2.2) — LY) 
 
 
(1672) 2 (ri + 81),
(yy)? 1
oe (1672)? 2 (r1 + 581 + 3t1),(22) 0, (6.86)
p22) =
wi) = 0.
Dueto the arbitrariness of the non-linear renormalisations of F’, there is no obvious
way of verifying these double pole relations by direct calculation.
6.3.5 Eliminated Two-Loop Renormalisation
Examples of the classes of two-loop diagramsin the eliminated case are depicted in Fig.
6.8, and the corresponding divergent contributions are listed in Table 6.5. We find
25¥\”= (ygL)? er + io A,
9yf? = (ygL)? BI +1] lan + 5a . 6.211)
YA?) = (ygL)? {1A + [40 + 1 Ao + [+ 1] As} -
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 te mG? m'G
  
a —5IAy -31\, — 612A. —1(A1 + 5A2 + 2A3)
b] SIA, BIA + 60X2 (A, + 52 + 23)
ce 100A, 77\, + 6X2 T(Ay +322)
d| 31, I, +322 T(A2 + A3)
e 3M dy + 3A2 (A2 + 3)
fi 31 BA1 + 32 0  
Table 6.5: Divergent contributions from Fig. 6.8
Requiring p-independenceof A;g in Eq. (6.58) leads to
Ae = one
and the consistency conditions for two-loop double poles:
 
 
2 (167a = 15 |y9 (G7 + vB) ar],
2 (16metePOY)A(AMI VB) Od + 0),
2 (1602) £2? = (19) + 12) vg + (BM7 + ya) (ro +28).
This leads, via Eqs. (6.56), (6.58), (6.59), (6.87), to G-functions
(2) __(yy)”
By, —_— ~~ (1672) 3 f5A1,
2) (yy) °Bx = —Ten2)232 (8A1 + 92),
g@) = -_W5 (Ar +42 +s),“rs (1612)2
(6.88)
(6.89)
(6.90)
and we can check, using Eqs. (6.49), (6.56), (6.58), (6.59), (6.60), (6.87), that Eq. (6.89)
is satisfied.
As at one loop, Eq. (6.62) is crucial for consistency between the uneliminated and
eliminated formalisms, and leads, via Eqs. (6.45), (6.56), (6.81), to
1 5 32), 52) ,F iaap = Zi+ Zp) + Zs) + Zy? — 5Z0)(ky + ko + ka)
aD _ _ a 1 2= 9 (az? +97) 4 Z)) +5 (2) (2k, + 3kq + ka),
af= ZO) + ZP + Z2) — 2) (hs + hg) — 20 (270+ Z$?)
2He; (2) (3ks + 2ke),
— 2QD, = ZP + ZY — 2kg — ZYZY + (2) he.
(6.91)
We can check with the aid of Eqs. (6.48), (6.38), (6.77), (6.80), (6.87) that this is
satisfied.
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As at one loop, if we solve Eq. (6.64), we find consistency conditions for 413 which
in this case are given by
(75 a 3p) At = 0,
16\1 + (18 + 30) 2 = 0, (6.92)
Aq + 4d + (1 + 37) Az = 0.
Again, these conditions are equivalent to the equations we would have derived using
Eqs. (6.90) had we sought a simlar renormalisation group-invariant solution in the
eliminated form of the theory. As at one loop we see, using Eq. (6.79), that imposing
either the third or fourth special cases mentioned previously (Eqs. (6.73), (6.74)) will
again satisfy Eq. (6.64) with ry =s, =ty =u, =v, =w; =0.
6.4 Comparison of Formalisms
As this work was inspired by similar work in Ref. [89], in which the calculations were
performed in the superfield formalism, we compare our results with theirs in order
to check for consistency. In fact, we find differences in the two sets of results which
require explanation. Allowing for differences in notation between the two calculations,
rewriting our parameters as
ky > 29g (detC), ks > 897k (detC), kg — 89°k} (detC),e— 2c, y — 2g, 7 2g i822)
(where the primed couplings are those appearing in the superfield calculation), and
setting our remaining k;’s to zero as they do not appear in Ref. [89], we find that
the two sets of results agree precisely at one loop. However, at two loops, differences
appearin the @-functions. We would expect that the results we derived in the eliminated
formalism would be equivalent to the superfield calculation when rewriting
Al > ggy- (6.94)
However,it is the G-functions for 41 and y that are found to disagree at two loops.
Whilst @-functions are generally renormalisation scheme-dependent beyond one loop,
this does not explain the present discrepancy as the agreement between the two calcula-
tions for individual diagrams demonstrates that both calculations use the same scheme.
The difference is in fact due to the way in which we have identified F with G. In our
case, we madethis identification by eliminating the auxiliary fields by means of their
equations of motion (Eq. (6.52)). We have demonstrated in Eq. (6.62) that elimination
of the auxiliary fields from the renormalised theory is equivalent to renormalisation of
the eliminated classical action so this identification is valid beyond theclassical case
and our procedureis consistent. The identification of F with G in Ref. [89], however,
follows a different procedure in which the identification is corrected at each order. That
is, F and G are identified immediately such that there is only a single coupling for the
F3 term and no independent copulings for terms of the form F"G°~” are introduced
with additional correction to this identification at higher orders. In addition, the pre-
cise form ofthe identification is of G? with 5F2 and G? with aF°. In effect, the authors
of [89] have made the replacements
2 => 21 + Zo + 52s + 52a
Z,—-0, i=2,3,4, (6.95)
k;, — 0, t= 2,3,4.
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Figure 6.1: Conventions for Feynman diagrams in the Wess-Zumino model
In the eliminated case, the two sets of results agree on the form of the two-loop
double poles in 2), In the superfield calculation, having started from the unelimi-
nated calculation, ?) is derived by assumingtherelations between the eliminated and
uneliminated parameters (Eq. (6.62)). After applying Eq. (6.95), the result for the
double poles is the same as in our calculation (Eq. (6.91)). The 2k, term of Ze) in Eq.
(6.38) is to Zo) and Ze) is reduced by a factor of 2 through Eq. (6.95). These two
alterations have no effect in the case of the double poles leading to agreement between
the two calculations. However, as they do have aneffect on the single poles, there is no
agreement in this case. The different means of identifying F and G appears to cause
problems with the identification of 4; and + at higher orders. Thereis, therefore, no
obvious meansof translating between the two sets of results beyond one loop.
6.5 Summary
We have shown that it is necessary to include in the action from the outset a full set of
terms that may be generated through renormalisation, each with its own coupling. In
this way, we may achieve agreement between calculations performed in the eliminated
and uneliminated formalisms. That is, we find that the results are equivalent if the
auxiliary fields are eliminated from the renormalised action or if the eliminated classical
action is renormalised. In particular, the forms of the action with renormalisation
group-invariant trajectories for the couplings agree in both formalisms. We have also
demonstrated the existence of two particular forms for the action which require no
non-linear renormalisation of the auxiliary fields at least to two loops. As weshall see
in the next chapter, these solutions are also of interest in the U(1)-gauged model. In
addition, we have now provided an explicit example of a model which is power-counting
non-renormalisable but which, thanks to the symmetries of Eqs. (6.33), (6.34), has a
UV-finite effective action in the manneralludedto in §4.3.
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Chapter 7
Deformed U(1) Gauge Theory
Having focused on the simple Wess-Zumino modelin the previous chapter, we now wish
to introduce a gauge group to the model. Non-anticommutative pure gauge theories
have been studied in Ref. [50] and theories with non-interacting matter in Ref. [51, 60]
so here we wish to retain the superpotential whilst introducing a gauge symmetry. It
has been shown in Ref. [54] that there are constraints on possible gauge groups in
the non-anticommutative case. These constraints appear to rule out the possibility of
introducing a non-abelian gauge group in a theory with a superpotential, although we
will return to this topic in the next chapter when we discuss the constraints in more
detail as well as a meansto circumvent them. In the present case, we consider an abelian
(U(1)) gauge group [93]. The simplest possible model with a trilinear superpotential
requires three chiral fields in order for the U(1) charges to obey relations following
from gauge-invariance and anomaly cancellation as will become clear. We take the
chiral fields to be massless for simplicity as the effect of masses on non-anticommutative
theories has already been given a comprehensive treatment in Ref. [52].
7.1 The Non-anticommutative U(1) Action
In this section we will give the form of the action for an N = $ supersymmetric U(1)
gauge theory with a superpotential as discussed in Refs. [87, 47, 69, 94]. We take the
components of the chiral multiplet to be ¢;, ~;, Fi, 7 = 1, 2,3, with corresponding U(1)
charges g;, i = 1, 2,3. We split the action into kinetic and potential terms:
So = Skin + Spot (7.1)
with
Skin = / as] - CP!Ey — ido" (DA) + 5D?
— igC”Fy,AX + FiF;, — ibid" (Du), — (D"9), (Dud);
+ V2gC"" (Dd), Novis + igo”:FuFi + GCPQB in
+ > {sn:d:06: + iv 29qi (b:AVi — Virdi)
_— CY"g [v2 (Dud); ATi =F V26:AFy (Dut); + GPF]
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where the gauge-covariant derivative is defined by
(Dud) = (Op + ggAy) $i. (7.3)
It should be noted that the terms multiplied by y; are not found in theclassical
action derived from the reduction to components of the superspace action but are
included here as they are found to be required for renormalisability.
For the potential term, we take a superpotential of the form W(®) = y®,®o%3
leading to
Spot = - f a's| (RG. — yordos — ybovst1 — ybsvi2) + h.c.}
(7.4)—_ seme =+ 2igyCF,,1616263 — quICPRPP ,
where
G1 = ydo¢s (7.5)
with similar expressions for Gg and G3.
For gauge invariance of Spot we require
qi + q2 + 93 = 0, (7.6)
and for anomaly cancellation we require
919293 = 9. (7.7)
Assuming that we have at least one charged field, these constraints are the reason
for requiring a minimum of three chiral fields. Furthermore, they restrict us to the
set of charges (q,—q,0); that is, with only three fields, we must consider a positive, a
negative and a neutral field under the U(1) symmetry. A cubic term in the neutral
field would not break gauge invariance and so, in fact, the most general superpotential
we could consider is of the form
W(®) = yO,003 + 763, (7.8)
where we assume ®3 to be the neutral field. However, we choose to neglect cubic terms
of this form and focus purely on the mixed term allowing us to express formulae in a
form which is symmetric under permutations of qj.
Following the procedure of the preceding chapters, we can show that the SUSY
transformations of the componentfields are given by
b-Ay = iNTne,
1 —beAq = t€gD + (oe), LF +50 ;
b-Ae@ = 0,
6,-D = —eo"D,,,
5<bi = V2€¢i, (7.9)
bedi = 0,
Jee = V2€°F,
beWie = ~iv2 (D,.di) (eo") 5 ’
6.F; = 0,
5-F; = —iV2D,,diate — 2iggidied + 2C"”’GD, (dieorA)-
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In orderto find all terms that can be generated by renormalisation, we must consider
the symmetries of the classical action. We have, as in the ungauged case, a pseudo-R
symmetry under
di > edi,
F; —_ é°F;,
A= e**), (7.10)
cow > gage
y > e'%y,
and a pseudo-chiral symmetry under
iy SDs,sity (7.11)
y7e
where barredfields transform with opposite charges and the gaugefields are unaffected.
The new divergent terms that can arise subject to these symmetries consist of
IcPrP’e, ylCPFe*, PICPe, AICPAAg". (7.12)
Note that terms of the form ¢?~)(Cw)are also allowed by the above symmetries but
are not NV = 3-invariant. In addition, the combination
7| [Fide (Cds) + Fads (C1) + Fadi (Cy2)] (7.13)
is also allowed by the above symmetries and is NV = $-invariant. However, as this term
is not generated as a one-loop divergence unless already present in the classical action,
we choose to omit it.
Including these new terms, each with their own coefficient, we are led to the complete
action:
S = So + Sgen; (7.14)
where Spo is given in (7.1) and
1Sgen = aslicr{ (x: = 7) PiFo F3
+ ko (F\F2G3 + FLF3G) + F3F,G2)ee a (7.15)+ ks (FiG2G3 + F,G3G) + F3G1G2) + kxGGaGs}
+icr { (Ki — to") ds + Kavbvdads } 03.
As the F, F)F3 and F,¢;\X termsof the classical action and all the terms of Sygen
are separately NV = 5-invariant and N = $-invariance will not preserve the values of
their coefficients in the classical action, there is no reason for their renormalisation to
be accounted for purely by replacing quantities in S9 by bare quantities. As such, both
terms as well as the new terms in Sgen are given their own arbitrary coefficients.
A final term that must be included in the action is the gauge-fixing term. The
standard term
Set = 55 d’x(0- A)’. (7.16)
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a}—2W,
b}| Wy
Cc — Wi
d 0    
Table 7.1: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.3
is not supersymmetric but as we are working in components weare nevertheless free to
impose it without loss of formal supersymmetry [95]. However, as the supersymmetry
of the modelis no longer manifest due to this choice of gauge, we will find that the
renormalisation constants for individual components of a supermultiplet differ.
The gauge propagator is then given by
 
1 qBown “2 @ +(a—1) Pb) (7.17)
and the fermion propagator by ylPulledAna = PS. (7.18)
where the momentum enters at the end of the propagator with the undotted index.
7.2 Renormalisation of the U(1)-Gauged Wess-Zumino Model
7.2.1. Renormalisation in the Uneliminated Case
The divergent contributions from one-loop diagrams to terms in S,jn can be extracted in
part from results for the SU(N) @U/(1) case as given in Refs. [50, 51]. These results are
presented in total here without specifying individual contributions. However, in Ref.
[54], the divergent contributions to Sin arising from a superpotential are not given and
so the yy-dependent divergences are presented here. The diagrams which contribute
to Skin are depicted in Figs. 7.2, 7.3. As we now have gauge fields in addition to
chiral multiplets, we must introduce additional notation for Feynman diagrams. The
full set of our conventions for the diagrams in gauged theories is shown in Fig.7.1. The
contribution from Fig. 7.2 is given by
—2V/2yqgLC""G:FOpi (7.19)
where, as before,
_ an (7.20)
The contributions from Fig. 7.3 are given in Table 7.1, where
Wy = iv2yyg?LC!’A, S— giGidTbi. (7.21)
i
Taking into account the contributions from Table 7.1, Eq. (7.19), and those which
can be extracted from Ref. [51], we find the divergent contributions to the kinetic part
of the action are given by
Tein = 2 / dt | — ig?QCMFuAd — 22gyyC"GiXF/Dyrhi
a _ (7.22)+ > (2V2a9%g?C™DBOAhi — 2ighC™’GP O.FuFi) | :
a
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 4W2 + 8W3
4W3
—2W, — 12W3
8W
2aW>
2Wo
—4W. — 8W3
8W3
—2aW2
—2W2
4W. + 8W3
—8W3
 
 
   PTY. S| SY
[S
K]
QA
]
ay
s
 
Table 7.2: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.4
The contributions to Spo, cannot be derived from earlier work in this way due to
the different forms of the potential and so the diagrams contributing to the potential
part of the action are shown in Fig. 7.4 and the resulting contributions are listed in
Table 7.2, where
We = iQg°C”Fwb1¢203,. & ae oo ee — (7.28)W3 = ig?C” [q{0,.016203 + 50,G263b1 + 930n036192| Av,
and we employ the shorthand Q=n +0 +4. (7.24)
The sum of the contributions from Table 7.2 is given by
10iQg?L / d*cyC"F..i1¢2¢3. (7.25)
Note that the contributions of Figs. 7.4(e)-(h) cancel with those of Figs. 7.4(i)-(1).
In fact, all pairs of diagrams that differ only by the insertion of an auxiliary field in
this way will cancel and so similar sets of diagrams are omitted in the following.
The divergent contributions to the F, Fy F3 and FigjAX termsare not included above
as these terms now have individual couplings in Sgen and, as such, cannot be extracted
from earlier work. For this reason, they will be covered in detail shortly. The remaining
divergent contributions are denoted by
rempeele — - [ae licefr [Xi Fi FoF3 + XoaFi FoGs3 + XoFoF3G1
+ Xo-F3FiGq + X3aF,GoG3 + X3oFoG3Gi
+ X3cF3G1G2 + X1G1GoG3 + X4 (F267 + F563 + F3$3)
+ XY(a$iFi + 92622 + 9363Fs)” | (7.26)
+ [XsFidi +X5Sadi + XeVbib29s| xal
+ X7 (gigi + q3doy. + 43.33)
x (qibdiCdr + g2d2C2 + 93¢3Cv3) i
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X Xoa,b,c X3a,b,c X5
a 6koyy
b 8koyy 4koyy
c Aki yy 2kiyy
d Bk3yy 2k3yY
e 12k3yy
f 6koyy
g 8kayy    
Table 7.3: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.5
The diagrams contributing to Xj, etc. above are depicted in Figs. 7.5-7.10 whilst
their divergent contributions are given individually in Tables 7.3-7.8 and in total by
X() = (6k — 69?) y@L,
xi, = {4 (ky + 2ky + 2k3) yy + 2(1 + a) koqiqag?} L,
x® = {4 ( ky + 2ke + 2k3) yy+2(1+ a) k2q2q39° } L,
XY = {4 (ky + 2ko + 2kg) y7 +2(1 + a) kogacng?} L,
{2 (3k2 + 6k + 4ka) yy + (1 + a) [2 (Fer + 2k) gog3 — Qks] 9°} L,
= {2 (3k, + 6k3 + 4ka) yy + (1 + @) [2 (ky + 2k2) g3q1 — Qks] g?} L,
= {2 (3k: + 6k3 + 4k4) yy + (1 + @) [2 (ki + 2k2) qug2 — Qks] g?} L,
a = —(1 +a) (ko + 2k3 + 2ka) QoL,
XY = 2 (ky + Qky + kg) yGL,
(7.27)
1 1 _x30 = -3 (1+) 9°9L,
X$” = [(4Ki + 2K2) yy — 9°yg] L,
XP = g? (8K— 109”) L,
X() = [2(7— a) Ki + (7-0) Ko + 1497] Qe?L,
XS) = 16g'L.
The terms involving X5, X4 and X{ are not contained in the original action whilst
the term involving X7 is not N = 3-invariant. However, we shall see later when we
consider the non-linear renormalisation of auxiliary fields and gauginos thatall of these
terms may be removed, at least at one loop, by field redefinitions. The remaining
diagrams which appear potentially to contribute divergences turn out to be zero or
cancel; the diagram shownin Fig. 7.11 is zero by symmetry. The divergences from the
diagramsof Fig. 7.12 are of the form
y- [(g2 — 93) Five (C3) + (a3 — 91) Fos (Cv1) + (a1 — G2) Fav(Cy2)], (7-28)
whichis also not NV = 3-invariant and which cannot be removedbya field redefinition.
However, these diagrams also cancel.
Whilst non-linear renormalisation of the auxiliary fields was included in the last
chapter merely for completeness, it is a necessity in the present case of a gauged model
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Table 7.5: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.7
 
 
Xt Xs Xe
a 89°Ky
b 4Kiyy
c 2Koyyd —2aQg7hi
€ —209°Ki
f 16Qg°Ki
g 8Q97Ky
h —aQg’Ke
a —Q9’Ke   
Table 7.6: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.8
 
 
 
Xs XE X6
a ~9yy
b —8,'
c —2q*
d 0
€ 89°Q
f 5aQg"
I 4g 59gh $(3 + a)Qg4
1 4Qq'
j —aQg*k 0   
Table 7.7: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.9
 X7
—dag*
4(3 + a)g*
—4ag*
 
 4ag*
4g*   BAYA;
oa
ys
Table 7.8: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.10
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in the uneliminated formalism as was discussed in chapter 4. Furthermore, as our model
is in non-anticommutative superspace, we also require a non-linear renormalisation of
the gauginofield. In particular, we find it necessary at one loop to makethe redefinitions
3 (1) —raF{y = Zp Fy - (a + 3) qi9°GLbods,
1 3 (1)5 ; =Fly = Zp’ Fi — (a + 8) aig’yLdods + (a + 9) ig?gighOC”Fubr
1 __ __+ kyg?L 5 (a +3) (43Fadide + q3F3613)
~{f2 1.9 l1o\a7Z+ ay 1 — 5% — 5% PiG203
1+9 G “e 522 “F 54) Had
1 __ __ 1 1 >\+ hog?LE (43Fodide + 43F30163) + oF (22 — 5% - 54) Fidads
1 __ 1 __~ G + q5 - 4) Foo1¢2 — (« + q3- 4) F3¢1¢32 2; (7.29)
+ 3! (43 + 93) Hbate|
+ k3g’¥L [agi — (347 + 293 + wa3)] d{¢2¢3
+ 2 (ky + 2ko + kz) ygLFiG3
1 _ _ _ _= 7 (1+ a) g*qid1 (Fibs + a2F2¢2 + 93F3¢3)
+ [-10g" + (7 +a) Kj| g’Lapgirr
4 7 one —— 309°L2 "kiFoF+ ky (Fodide + Fa¢1¢s)
+ (2k1 — 6ks) 1Bibxda|
+ yt [ROPF + so (F2G3 + F3G2) + TGC]
with similar expressions for FY 3B> Figsp» along with
i aMD = 22+ iv2gYS; (Cu). (7.30)
a
For the renormalisation constants at one loop, we have
ZO = —29°LQ,
Z) = —29°LQ,
Z) = 9LQ,
ZY) = —2Lyyy,
2) = ob [-yy+(1—a)g?@?], = 1,2,3,
Z =2L[-yg-(lta)g@’q?], 1 =1,2,3.
(7.31)
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The p; in the bare action, arising from the bare form of the gaugino field (Eq.
(7.30)), produces the terms
2Pi9 [v2 0" (DuGATPi + GAFDyi) + W>ii (© qj95C%3) (7.32)
Like the 7;’s in Eq. (7.2), these p;’s are purely divergent terms and at one loop we
find it necessary to take
af? = (8924? — 2yy)L, (7.33)pl? = 8972L.
With this value for p;, the V = 5 non-invariant terms involving X7 in Eq. (7.27)
are cancelled at one loop.
With the bare auxiliary fields as given in Eq. (7.29), the renormalisation of the
Yukawa couplings is found to be as we would expect from applying the non-renormalisation
theorem in the superfield formalism, namely
yp = peZaZa,ay,
Up = p25?Zp,272,
(7.34)
where Zp,, i = 1,2,3 are the renormalisation constants for the chiral superfields as
computed in a supersymmetric gauge. At one loop these are given by
Zh) =2L[-yp+29q@], = 1,2,3. (7.35)
From Eqs. (7.34), (7.35), the 3-function for y is found to be given by
3yy — 2g"Q)y, (7.36)11) _By) = ia|
with a similar expression for a
Note that if we set qi = —qgg=q andy=Y=van then Eq. (7.36) reduces to
OY) = (7.37)erat
which is in agreement with the one-loop gauge (-function.
The bare couplings may be calculated from Eqs. (7.15), (7.27), (7.29), (7.31), (7.33),
(7.34) and are given by
kD = 6 (ky + ko — g?) ygb — 3R%,
kp = 4 (ky + 3ko + 2k3) ygb + RY — SM,
gp = 2(k, + 5k + 8k3 + 4kq) ygh + SY — TY,
KD = 37,
K) = ({6K1 + 2Ko] yi + 2Q9?K1 — 9°49)L,
Ke =2 (12ky +5Ko+ 29”) Qg’L,
(7.38)
where R, S and T were introduced in Eq. (7.29) to represent possible additional renor-
malisations of F; which are not determined by the requirements of renormalisability.
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The renormalisation of F; as given in Eq. (7.29) is largely determined by the require-
ment that the couplings kj~4, K1,2 are multiplicatively renormalised as described above.
However, westill have the freedom to choose the parameters R®, $(@), TO (which are
the same for each Fig). Choosing RO = $@ = TC) = 0 in Eq. (7.29) leaves almost
the minimal renormalisation of F; possible to ensure multiplicative renormalisation.
However, we have included the terms with a factor Q in Eq. (7.29) in order to remove
g’kj-dependent terms in ky_4p.
Requiring that kjg and Ky, be independentof yu, we find that the 6-functions for
these constants are given by
 
Be= at [6 (ki + ko — 9”) yy — 3r],
a = aa [4 (ky + 3kp + 2k) yp +r —s],
oo?=a [2 (ky + 5ka + 8k3 + 4k) yy + 5 — A), 49
Bue = én x 3t,
AD = ay [6K+ 2K) yo + 207K — oui),
p= aoe (12K+ 5K2 + 29”) Qo,
with R® = rL, etc. Note that these G-functions are different from those derived in the
ungaugedcase in the previous chapter. Our three-field superpotential is, of course, also
somewhat different from that used in the ungauged case. Also, we have had to include
F¢? terms as non-linear terms in F’;g in order to remove the X% terms which would
have spoiled renormalisability and these have contributed to k3g. It seems impossible
to use the freedom to choose R®, SM, T® in Eq. (7.29) to make the two sets of
(6-functions agree.
7.2.2 Renormalisation in the Eliminated Case
Eliminating the auxiliary fields F; and F; from the action we find
F, = Gi,
FL =G,-7| |CP [kiP2P3 + ke (FoG3 + F3G2) + k3G2G3| (7.40)
— igC’”Fyvd, — ZP ICPMam,
with similar expressions for Fz and F’3. The action then becomes
Se / dtx | ~ oF!Fy — ido" (DX) + 5D? — igh”FyyrX
~ iio" (Dui) ~~ (D"6), ~ (D"4); (Dy);
+9), {GiDo + iv294; (G:AVi — Pirdi)
—%CP"¢g (V2D,0X04: + V28¢ATyDythi) }
+ V2gC""DydidOvbi — GiGi (7.41)
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+ y (dipew3 + dov3y1 + 312)
+9 (divas + dads+ d3d1¥2)
+ igy (1 — 1 — 2 — 93) C“”Fwb1d2¢3
+ ua|CPGE + AxIC|?b1G2d3AA ,
where
Ay = ky + 3 (ko + kg) + ka, (7.42)do = 3K + Ko.
The renormalisation of the last three terms in Eq. (7.41) now needs to be recon-
sidered. First, we consider the C#"F;1710293 term. Its coefficient has changed and in
particular we see, comparing Eqs. (7.4), (7.41), that its finite part (that containing no
7i:) has changed by a factor of —} and the diagrams (Figs. 7.4(e)-(h)) which cancelled
the contributions from Figs. 7.4(i)-(1) are no longer present whilst these latter contri-
butions are multiplied by —5. Moreover, as the eliminated theory in Eq. (7.41) also
contains a G,;G; vertex which was not present in the uneliminated case, there is a new
diagram as depicted in Fig. 7.13 giving a divergent contribution
—6iyy’C™” /42FyGrd2¢s. (7.43)
However, taking all these changes into account, we find that the divergences are
still cancelled as they should be.
The remaining two terms need to be examined in more detail. We write the diver-
gent contributions to these terms as
pple = ICP / d's [Vig"GiGaGs + ¥o7b19283] - (7.44)
Most of the relevant contributions to Y; can be read off from those to X4 in Table
7.4(i),(j) with k4 replaced here by Ay. Similarly, most of the relevant contributions to Y2
can be read off from those to X¢ in Tables 7.6(g)-(i), 7-6(e)-(k) with K2 replaced by 2.
However,in the eliminated case, there are also diagrams with a gyC’”’F;ww1G23 vertex.
Such diagrams were previously cancelled by diagrams with an internal F' propagator in
a similar fashion to Figs. 7.4(e)-(h) and Figs. 7.4(i)-(1) but no such diagramsare present
in the eliminated case. Again, there are further diagrams incorporating the G;G; vertex
which was not present in the uneliminated case. With these two additional cases in
mind we now need to include contributions from the diagrams shown in Fig. 7.14.
The contributions from Figs. 7.14(a)-(i) are listed in Table 7.9 whilst those from Figs.
7.14(j),(k) cancel and are omitted.
Wefind from the eliminated diagrams that
¥{) = 2 [12ypA1 — (1+ a) g?Qi — 39°ya] L,(1) 2 4 2 (7.45)¥y? = [6yyA2 + (7 — a) Qg* Az + 4Qg* — 3g° yy]L,
and
1 _ 7py = Té6n2 (241yy — 697y/) ,in (7.46)
BY) = Tece (6yMr2 + 100g? Az + 4Qg4 — 39°yH/)
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a 24yyr1
b —69°yy
c 0
d| 0
e 6yyArz2
7 —8Qg"
g —2Q¢°
h 0
i —39°yy
Table 7.9: Divergent contributions from Fig. 7.14
Checking again for consistency between formalismsas in the ungaugedcase, we find
using Eqs. (7.38), (7.45) that
Aip = kip t+ 3(kep + ksp) + kar, 7AT7A2B = 3Kip + Kop (7-47)
is satisfied at one loop. Ourability to remove g?k; terms from Ki) in the uneliminated
case is now seen to follow from the fact that, in the eliminated case, WY? contains no
g’\; terms. The non-gauge part of this component calculation is in agreement with
the corresponding part of the superfield calculation of Ref. [96]. Whilst our calculation
has three chiral fields with charges of g, —q and 0, the calculation in Ref. [96] was
performed in the adjoint representation of U(N) in the limit N — 1.
7.2.3 A Natural Form for the Action
The classical deformed Wess-Zumino action of Eq. (7.1) corresponded to the values
ky =y, Ki = |: kg_-4 = Ko = 0. However, the more general renormalisable action in
Eq. (7.15) is NV = 3-invariant regardless of the values of kj_4, Ki,2 and we see from
Eq. (7.39) that the choice derived from the classical action is not maintained under
renormalisation: if we set the couplings to the above values at one scale, different
values are inevitably generated at other scales. In the previous chapter, we looked
for a natural set of values for kj_4 in the ungauged case which is preserved under
renormalisation.
If we ask the same question here, we find that the values of k,_4 and p mustsatisfy
the sole condition
[(24 — 6p) yy + 4pQq] Ar = 69°yy, (7.48)
which is the same condition we would find in the eliminated case using Eq. (7.46). In
the ungauged case we once again find that the the particular solutions
ky = —kg = kg = —ka, p= 0 (7.49)
and 3ky =—Sho=3hs, ka =0, p= (7.50)13
require no non-linear renormalisation of F;.
In the ungauged case of the previous chapter we found four sets of parameters that
obeyed the naturalness conditions derived there to one loop and that this was reduced
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to two sets at two loops. Wefind that these two sets of parameters perform a similar
function for the (-functions in the gauged case with r = s = t = O derived using
the minimal renormalisation of the F; consistent with renormalisability, despite the
difference in @-functions between the two cases.
7.3 Summary
Wehave performeda full one-loop analysis of the renormalisation of the deformed U(1)-
gauged Wess-Zumino model with a superpotential and have found that the results in
the eliminated and uneliminated cases are again consistent provided weincludea fullset
of terms generated by renormalisation. This is the first complete one-loop calculation
of a general non-anticommutative supersymmetric gauge theory with a superpotential
as yy contributions to Sjjn were omitted in Ref. [54]. It was necessary, as discussed in
§4.3, to include non-linear renormalisation of the gaugino as well as a renormalisation
parametrised by y; in Eq. (7.2). These renormalisations were determined in this case
through consideration of the theory with a superpotential and were found to contain y-
independent terms that would not be required without a superpotential. Although
this is an unusual case of affairs, it is in agreement with the y-independent parts
of the renormalisation of the U(1) part of the SU(N) ® U(1) theory in [54] despite
that calculation being performed in the presence of a mass term and the present case
includinga trilinear superpotential.
a>------- Scalar
——>————— Chiral fermion
S985 Chiral auxiliary — F
SPPD\SDLDDAIVw_~Gauge boson
PPPPALSK Gaugino
vWV™Vector auxiliary — D
cbcccueceeeceess@Qeseceseeeereeees Location of C
Figure 7.1: Conventions for Feynman diagrams in supersymmetric gauge theory
Figure 7.2: One-loop diagram with a C vertex and one gaugino, one w and one o
external legs
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Figure 7.3: One-loop diagrams with a C' vertex and one gauge, one gaugino, one w~ and
one ¢ external legs
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Figure 7.4: One-loop diagrams with a C' vertex and three ¢ and one gauge-field external
legs
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Figure 7.5: One-loop diagrams with a |C|? vertex, F or ¢ external legs and purely F
or ¢ internal propagators
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Figure 7.6: One-loop diagrams with a |C|? vertex, F or ¢ external legs and an internal
gauge or D propagator
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Figure 7.7: One-loop diagrams with two C”” vertices, F or @ external legs and an
internal gauge or D propagator
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Figure 7.8: One-loop diagramswith a |C|? vertex, and two gaugino and F or @ external
legs
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Figure 7.9: One-loop diagrams with two C” vertices, and two gaugino and F' or o
external legs
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Figure 7.10: One-loop diagrams with two ¢ and two 7 external legs (and no Yukawa
vertices)
i
Figure 7.11: One-loop diagram with two @ and two w external legs (and two Yukawa
vertices)
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Figure 7.13: Additional one-loop diagram for the eliminated case
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Figure 7.14: Further one-loop diagramsfor the eliminated case
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Chapter 8
Deformed Non-Abelian Gauge
Theory
We now discuss a modification of non-anticommutative gauge theory which will allow
for a renormalisable theory with a trilinear superpotential. We begin by discussing the
problems faced when the introduction of such a superpotential is attempted and then
we discuss the solution put forward in [97] and its reformulation in terms of component
fields [98].
8.1 Restrictions on NV = } theories
There are a numberof apparentrestrictions placed on non-anticommutative theories by
the constraints of renormalisability and symmetry. Firstly it should be noted that the
Wess-Zumino model remains renormalisable when extended to the non-anticommutative
case as was discussed in chapter 6. Problems with renormalisability arise, however,
when we consider non-anticommutative gauge theories. Considering first a pure gauge
theory with no chiral matter, we find that U(1) theories are renormalisable but that
a non-Abelian U(N) symmetry will not be preserved under renormalisation. In par-
ticular, form invariance is lost as a non-Abelian symmetry leads to the appearance of
new terms in the renormalised action which do not appearin the classical action. This,
however, is only due to the difference in renormalisation between the U(1) and SU(N)
parts of the theory and, indeed, an SU(N)theory is found to be form-invariant [99].
Upon the introduction of chiral fields coupled to the gauge fields, a new problem
arises: now it appears that an SU(N) symmetryis also not form-invariant. We could
imagine introducing matter in various representations of the gauge symmetry group,
the most natural examples being the fundamental/antifundamental representation and
the adjoint representation, both of which we consider here. In the former case, SU(N)
gauge transformations of the non-anticommutative terms lead to new terms in the
action that would be cancelled by the U(1) transformations in the U(N) case. However,
as a U(N) groupis disallowed by N = $ transformations, these cancellations can no
longer take place. For this reason it is necessary to reintroduce the U(1) symmetry with
its own coupling to allow for gauge- and N = $-invariance. In the case of matter in the
adjoint representation of the gauge group, an SU(N) group leads to a renormalisable
theory only if there is no trilinear superpotential. If a trilinear term is introduced, N=
+_invariance links a numberof terms from the SU(N) and U(1) parts of a U(N) theory,2leading us again to the conclusion that an SU(N) symmetry cannot be maintained at
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the quantum level without the introduction of an independent U(1) symmetry. A
trilinear superpotential in the fundamental case is incompatible with SU(N) ® U(1)-
and N = 5-invariance even at the classical level.
We are now equipped to appreciate the problem of introducing a trilnear superpo-
tential. At the classical level, NM = $-invariance of Yukawa terms requires the chiral
matter to be in the adjoint representation of U(N) as N = 5 transformations mix
SU(N) and U(1) fields. However, as the SU(N) and U(1) fields renormalisedifferently,
renormalisabilty requires an SU(N) ® U(1) gauge symmetry with separate couplings.
This discrepancy apparently rules out the possibility of constructing a renormalisable
non-Abelian gauge-invariant NV = 4 theory with a superpotential which was precisely
the motivation for our study of an Abelian model in the previous chapter. However,
meansof circumventing this limitation was realised in [97].
8.2 A Non-Abelian V = } Theory with a Superpotential
As the renormalisation of the SU(N) Yukawa couplingis related to that of the SU(N)
superfields whilst the renormalisation of the U(1) coupling is related to those of both
the SU(N) and U(1) fields, an adjustment of the U(1) superfield renormalisation will
bring the renormalisation of the two Yukawa couplings back into agreement, allowing
for a single coupling. This would require the introduction of a new coupling, «, which
multiplies the U(1) chiral superfield’s kinetic term. In order to achieve this without
destroying the N = ‘ invariance, & must also multiply any terms related to the kinetic
term by NV = 4 transformations. K may then be adjusted to allow for a unification of
Yukawa couplings: this is the prescription used in [97] for a renormlisable non-Abelian
theory. Whilst [97] worked in superfields, however, we wish to confirm the results in
the uneliminated component formalism.
The classical action with a superpotential may be written
_ 1So = dtxd e4” _)pwpb — i\4g# (D,d)® + —D4D*4 al # 2
_ ;iCHYqABCeADfDXBXC
+ FF — io"Dy) — D“6D,.b + oD"¢ + iv2 (Ob — bo"4)
+ cur (V2D,EXap + igF,P)
+(«-1) [Fore = iPGO,— HPS?
42CHy (V29,PNG,ab° + ipFo,F°)
+ d%cu (v2D,6°Xab" + ib"Fi,F°) | (8.1)
1+4 5 (var?oterre _ ydBCgAyPy?
4 ydBCGAGEFC _ paPEGG")
1.
=t3
+ Ky JV2cryave (G°%'a,Dw" 4 DiProp + ig*Fi,F°)
gordABEOPEFPAGP6°1 — —.—4 gi7Cf°DG"DiG'6° _
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+ Ko V2CH"a(FG(6XS,Dub? +PMG+ iPFA,F*)
+ K3V2CHYqa (6"NG,Oy+ DGNG+ idFE/P°)
+ Ki208"Go (6%,Dw? + DiPray 4 were,
+ 5V2(PNG? +PNG? + ib?FO,F°) \
where, for convenience, we have used the following shorthandnotations for group theory
factors:
~ ~ ACDY = Nope (F*) oe pfeane
a a AC (8.2)\P — 1474, (a) _ gene.
where f48© and d4"° are the antisymmetric and symmetric group structure constants
and we have similar expressions for D’, Foe The gauge-covariant derivative and field
strength are given by
Dud = Oud + iA}, (8.3)
A A pA B .Fa, = 0,AP — d,A8 — fABCAB AL,
with similar definitions for D,, and D,A. Although our gauge group is SU(N) @U(1),
we use a U(N) notation in which capital letter indices represent U(N) whilst lower-
case indices represent the SU(N) component and 0 the U(1) component. Note that
fAB° = 0 unlessall indices are SU(N). Also, we have
qo— ,| 2gab~ (8.4)2000 — &
N’
and other useful indentities for U(N) are listed in Appendix B. For a more comprehen-
sive treatment of such identities see, for example, Ref. [100].
2
To account for the different subgroups, the couplings e4? are given by
ab — | sab o _ | Oa _ ad _e® = 6", e = @ e° =e” =0. (8.5)
0g
If the classical action is derived by reducing the Supereae action to components, a
numberof terms appear which are individually V = 5-invariant such as termsinvolving
only ¢, \ or F. These termsare also generated by auantern corrections even if they are
not present in the classical action. However, as such terms do not influence the renor-
malisability of the theory, which is our main concern, they are omitted here (though
they were given a full treatment in Ref. [97]). On the other hand, we have included
some additional sets of terms that will be required for renormalisability, namely those
multiplied by Ki-5. Each of these sets of terms is also independently V = 5-invariant.
Note that, for the chiral field kinetic part of the action in Eq. (8.1), we could have
combined the U(1) parts with those in the (Kk — 1) part of the action. We choose to
leave the action in this form, however, for ease of comparison with Ref. [97].
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The N = 4 transformations under which this action is invariant are given by
5AM = —imMGye,
1 ——5-AA = i€gD4 + (0), Fi + 5CdPCBNE] ,
bAS = 0,
6,.D4 = —eo"Dur,
beh = V2ev, (8.6)66 =0
5ep* = V2€°F,
bea = —iV2 (Did) (eo")4,
6.F4 = 0,
5.F4 = ~iV2D,bate — 2 (Ber”)* + 20"”D, (Pear (X?)*”).
Weinclude again the gauge-fixing term
1Set = = d*x(0- A)? ;ef =< | x(Q-A)", (8.7)
which, now that we are working with a non-Abelian gauge group, will manifest itself
in the Feynman diagrams as unphysical “ghost” fields.
The vector propagator is given by
(AP*) i 3 (1 +(a-—1) ea (e1)47 (8.8)
In the chiral fields, the scalar propagator is given by
1Ag? = —GP™, (8.9)P
where 1pe, PMa=-, P= p=, (8.10)K
whilst the fermion and auxiliary propagators are given by
4 Me(Ag), = PeCadpas (8.11)
Pp
and Ape = par, (8.12)
respectively. Note that the propagators for the U(1) chiral fields all now include a
factor of 4,
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8.3. Renormalisation of the Deformed Non-Abelian Gauge
Theory
The bare SU(N) fields and couplings are defined as usual by
— i_ iX= 220%, AM = Z7AS,
11 _B= 2%, B= 24%
we = ZH", oy = Zip , (8.13)
9B = 249, yB= Zyy ,cH — ZoC", K1-5B = 71-5 ;
(«—1)p = Z,(K— 1) ’
whilst the U(1) gauge fields and go are unrenormalised. The renormalisation of the
U(1) chiralfields is, of course, the main topic of this chapter and so we distinguish the
renormalisation constants for these fields as Z40 etc. and these fields will be given a
separate treatment shortly. In Eq. (8.13), 71-5 are divergent contributions: that is, we
have set the renormalised couplings k;~5 to zero for simplicity. The other anomalous
dimensions and coupling renormalisation constants are defined more usually starting
with tree-level values of 1. The non-standard definition of Z,,_1 is to make our results
correspond more closely to those of [97]. The one-loop diagrams contributing to the
undeformed terms in the action are the same as those in the VV = 1 case although we
must now take into account the «-dependenceof the U(1) chiral field propagators as in
Eqs. (8.9), (8-11), (8.12). However, the anomalous dimensions for the gauge-multiplet
fields, being independent of x, are the same as in the NV = 1 theory. As our gauge-
fixing term (which is the same as for the U(1) case in Eq. (7.16)) does not preserve
supersymmetry, the anomalous dimensions for Aj, and A° are different, as are those for
¢* and y*. Furthermore, those for the gauge-multiplet fields are also gauge parameter-
dependent. However, the gauge 6-functions are gauge-independent as they must be.
At one loop, we have [101, 102]
Z, =1—297NL(3+a),
Za=1-g°NL(3+0),
Zp =1—6g7NL,
Zq =1-29’NL,
(8.14)
where L = ve oa
The divergent contributions to (for instance) the scalar kinetic termsof the effective
action take the form
L (—tr |DAPD*P| yGO"G40,g8 + 2g? (1 — a) OG"O,6")
— 4 2 7a a=L {-w9 Iv +, (i - "| + 29° (1 — a)} HP Oud (8.15)
_ 1 S05 40— 2Lyy fi + We (_- | HP One »
which must be cancelled by
— [ZGG* + Zo!POO” + Zp (6 — 1) Zp"P0,0] - (8.16)
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We find, using similar results for the remaining chiral kinetic terms,
24 ={-vi|N+ 2-0-0] +2? 0-a) wh 4,
Ly = {-w IN + we (1— 2) — 297 (1 +a) n} L, (8.17)
_ 4Zr =—yy lw + wet -¥) L.
The assignment of the U(1) chiral field renormalisation constants Zy0, Zyo, Zo
requires more care. Consider the Yukawa term yd®¢¢%yw°; the only diagrams con-
tributing to this are gauge-dependent and give
1 2, abe pa, 1b, /,c—5 (7 + 3a) LNg* yd gp wy. (8.18)
We then have, at one loop,
lla 17) = 525 i zy — (7+ 3a) LNg’,
3 4
3 (1)= —346 ;
where (a) — 4 2
is the one-loop contribution to the SU(N) chiral superfield renormalisation constant.
This is in accord with the non-renormalisation theorem. The terms involving the aux-
ilary fields in the potential require the non-linear renormalisations and so will be dis-
cussed later. In the usual case with « = 1, the Yukawa terms involving a U(1) field
(for example, ¢°v°~°) would renormalise differently from the purely SU(N) terms
(G%yp'°) due to the difference between Zs and Zo and the different diagrams con-
tributing to the two terms and would, therefore, require a different Yukawa coupling y/’
for renormalisability. In particular we would have, again from the non-renormalisation
theorem,
a) _1,@_ 7a)Ly =~520 — Ze (8.21)
However, as the NV = 5 transformations mix these two groups, it would seem we
require them to have the same coupling. This was precisely the motivation for the
introduction of « in Ref. [97]; with this extra factor, we can adjust the value of Zo to
agree with Z», reducing Eq. (8.21) to
3<7— 71) (8.22)(1) _Ly) = 5 (
and, thus, allowing us to identify y with y’. Also, note that the difference between Zo
and Zy, Zy is entirely due to our choice of a non-supersymmetric gauge as is evident
from the fact that the gauge-independent termsare identical. Since there are no gauge
interactions for the U(1) fields, this means we have
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 yABC X/ABC
a tr[FAF2DO 0
b 0 —tr[D®PDAPD©P|    
Table 8.1: Divergent contributions from Fig. 8.1
From Eqs. (8.15), (8.16), (8.20), we find
za) — 49°Nr , YIN (K—2) 2 (2x* — % — 1) (8.24)
* K-1 K-11 Nr?
This takes care of most of the renormalisationsof fields and couplings and so we now
turn to those fields that require non-linear renormalisation, namely the chiral auxiliary
fields and gauginos. The non-linear renormalisations of these fields are largely deter-
mined by the requirement that they cancel C-dependent divergences (other than the
usual part appearing in the renormalisation of F, F in the undeformed case which fol-
lows from the results of Ref. [60]). However, we must investigate how the C-dependent
divergences are modified in the presence of « and verify that there is a consistent set
of non-linear renormalisations, along with «,_5 that leads to a renormalisable theory.
The relevant divergent one-loop C-dependent diagrams are depicted in Figs. 8.1-8.14
using again the notation of Fig. 7.1. Fig 8.4 was, in fact, computed previously in Ref.
[54] but is found to be radically different in the x-dependent case.
The divergent contributions from Fig. 8.1 are of the form
V2CHyGL (XAPCA,GAMG© + X'ABCGANPET,Jy), (8.25)
 
ABC tABCXABC xwhere the group theory factors are as given in Table 8.1 where we employ
the shorthand (6r)" = (3°)=a
(5°)” = x0? (8.26)
(D4) ve = d4®C otherwise.
Note that, although P derives from thechiral field propagators in Eqs. (8.9), (8.11),
(8.12), it is redundant when surrounded by F’s.
The divergent contributions from Fig. 8.2 are of the form
VICHYyGLYABOPAAGOXPSW”, (8.27)
where Y48CP for each diagram is as given in Table 8.2.
The sum of the contributions from Figs. 8.1 and 8.2 is given by
— N_——p(}ppole _ yyLOr _ 1 N+ 8 (1 _ Kk) epNTDy Es —Did?ae
’ 2 Nk 2
_ 2 wg. abd (a\0~ b G0\ja= bLv + wll | d (6 MS,Dt? + PMT,Dyw) )
2 —~ — a~ [Lw +45 (1- “) dONTO? + Nd”Do Pay”
1 0x0—2 Iv + Wee (1 _ e) CRA,"
(8.28)
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 yABCD
  
a 2itr[FAD?PDCPD?|
b —étr[FAD?PD°PD?|
c -itr[FAD?PD®PD“
d 0
e feePereDY)  
Table 8.2: Divergent contributions from Fig. 8.2
ZABC ZIABC
a| 2tr[FAFPDo]  2tr[FAF®Do] + 8tr[D°PD?DAP]
+4tr[D°PD?P|dP48
b 0 —4tr[D°PD?PDAP|
ce —2tr[FAF®Do 0   
Table 8.3: Divergent contributions from Fig. 8.3
The divergent contributions from Fig. 8.3 are of the form
iCh’yGL (248°,64APFS), (8.29)
where 748°, Z'ABC are given as in Table 8.3. They sum to
pilpole = iyyLCH NVjabezaFe Fe NdgeFe F® 8.303 = yy 9 ? pv + p pV ? ( : )
where we have assumed thatthe @AAF diagrams which we have not computed yield
the gauge completion of the ¢(0A) F terms. The contributions from Fig. 8.4 are given
by ygLZEBCP (Cp)? pS”, (8.31)
where ZC? is as given in Table 8.4. These contributions sum to
ole 4 eas Toh abe 70ce ancyrye = v+(1- n) vig? 1. [sored(Cap)? yng" + 2g a? (Cu)UGS] .(8.32)
Figs. 8.5-8.14 were computed previously in Ref. [54] and the results in the present
case follow from those earlier computations with minimal modification. As such, the
z
—tr[F°D? PDAPD
ir[FFDOPD? DA]
tr[F2DP + 2tr[FE DOP PDA) — tr[FB FCF
0
 
Table 8.4: Divergent contributions from Fig. 8.4
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results are simply presented here:
pii)pole _
(1)polePEz8
papel _
1)polery
1)polrie
NgJ/2LC (2 £ 3a) da,6NoLY _ dGPs,Oh"
+ 2K (1+ a) dG,Gvapy? — 2dGTAP”
+2da,6°Wav?
+2(1+a)9,800" ,
V29°LCMAa (GG (1 4 a) peee _ poegee + sfiter*)
_— 1 _x NENG,wt — 5 (1+ 5a) V2Nfeeoa
— Fr (7+ 50) VENORT),
iNg?LC” — (4—a) dO,AGF
— 3x. (1 — a) d™"0,APF? — (5 + a) dO,ADF/ (8.33)
1 1s= ig?LCMAGA’, G (3 — 4a) Nfd"oF
_ Qanv2Nf2eger® + 5VIN[5°
=iLNg’CFgavefeteG2Hews,
1. v —pos _ 5Nag?LC" (1 + a) f°,POPE,
(1)polePista _— somage( _ 5 (3 a 50) Nff°a,.orGgAd
9 1 abe cde 7 ab scd| Fa7boc d= |= 4 6° Nd”’d + 3+ 3a 678 Po PO,A,
— 59 +a) VaNa*PB'PA,AS — (5 + a) PIG,AS
— VINaPPG,A — 5B°8°50,A2 |
At this point we turn to the remaining renormalisations, the non-linear renormali-
sations of F, F and 4, required to cancel the divergences. The renormalisation of Re
is given by
1 1 _ _= Z2\*— NIGCwdorA, — NigCao.AP
a iV27,NLg*d*™ (Cw)? o° ‘ iV21)NLg*d? (Cw)? @, (8.34)
AB = + iVIBNLGy’?ged(Cy)? ge’,
where (Cw)* = C®ap . The coefficients of the non-linear terms on thefirst line of Eq.
(8.34) were computed previously in Ref. [51]. The new terms involving 7-3 will be
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returned to later. Replacing \ by Ag produces the following change in the action:
1 See ——So (AB) _ So ey ss nig? [ ate{ _ ghdALBNoy _ fredAaPNGwo
+11 [igrdrforeg*pry” (cv)
i J2CcH#”dg?NG,Duye + JaoqeDPPay|
+ mV2C%"4 (HXa,a" ~ Dba")
+ ryV2CMdO(GNTDy? + Dud"Rov)
+ (pure gauge terms) \
(8.35)
where the pure gauge termsare given in Ref. [51].
In order for the contributions linear in F to befinite, we also require
_ — 1 _= ZpFet+ som1g? {N E + 2a) d,A> — i (11 + 4a) siteass) pd
1 _+ V2N 2 (2+ 0) Ap — 5 (5+ 2a) peaAs S
_ 1+ 2V/2N (3 + a) 0,0} + (a +3) gNLZydgg
(8.36)1+5 (a +3) yg?NLAMSS + rag?yLFM(CHP UE +.
FY, = ZpF*,
1 —tioae . _F3 = ZpF* + (a +3) gNLydgg +5 (a+3) gg?NLdgp +...,
Fo = ZpF*,
where the ellipsis stands for ¢\A terms which only affect the separately Nf ex $-
independent terms which we chose to omit. Setting
ZY) = z_L, (8.37)
we find that with the following choices:
Wy =I,
T2 = —2,
Tz = 4,
2 2™% = N+ 50-0),
oe = 0, (8.38)
a= (N+ qe 0-09]
424 = [w+ Ge-) yy — 49”,
2 =2|N+ 525 (1-1)| yY,
the one-loop effective action is finite. In particular, the same coupling y is sufficient for
the renormalisation of the full set of potential terms allowing for a renormalisable non-
Abelian theory. An additional complication that was present in the case of Ref. [54]
was the necessity of introducing extra non-anticommutativity parameters C1,2 to allow
for the different renormalisations of non-anticommutative terms. The form of the action
arrived at by the introduction of k, however, allows for a single non-anticommutativity
parameter, C“”, which is unrenormalised at one-loop. The groups of terms involving
K1—-5 have an analogue in Ref. [97] in the groups of terms involving t;_5, each group
being separately invariant. Explicit one-loop results are not given there for t;-5 but it
is unlikely that we would have agreement anyway due to our different choices of gauge.
8.4 Summary
Reformulating the work of [97] in terms of componentfields, we have confirmed their
conclusion that we can construct a renormalisable non-anticommutative SU(N) ®U(1)
theory with a superpotential by meansof a rescaling of the kinetic term of the U(1)
fields. This allows for a single Yukawacoupling for all chiral superfields thereby avoiding
the problems discussed at the beginning of this chapter and solving the difficulties
of Ref. [54]. In addition to restoring renormalisability, it allows for a single non-
anticommutativity tensor which is unrenormalised at one loop.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: Diagrams with one gaugino, one scalar and one chiral fermion line (and two
Yukawa couplings)
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Figure 8.2: Diagrams with one gaugino, onescalar, one chiral fermion and one gauge
line (and two Yukawa. couplings)
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Figure 8.3: Diagrams with one auxiliary, one scalar and one gauge line (and two Yukawa
couplings)
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(d)
Figure 8.4: Diagrams with two chiral fermion lines and two scalars (and two Yukawa
couplings)
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Figure 8.5: Diagrams with one gaugino, one scalar and onechiral fermion line
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Figure 8.6: Diagrams with one gaugino, one scalar, one chiral fermion and one gauge
line
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Figure 8.7: Diagrams with one gaugino, one scalar, one chiral fermion and one gauge
line (continued)
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Figure 8.8: Diagrams with one gaugino, one scalar, one chiral fermion and one gauge
line (continued)
  
 
(d) (e)
Figure 8.9: Diagrams with one gauge, one scalar and one auxiliary line
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Figure 8.10: Diagrams with two gauge, one scalar and one auxiliary line
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Figure 8.11: Diagrams with two scalar and two chiral fermion lines
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Figure 8.12: Diagrams with three scalar lines
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Figure 8.13: Diagrams with three scalar, one gauge line
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Figure 8.14: Diagrams with three scalar, one gauge line (continued)
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
Although non-anticommutative theories were originally studied as a particular limit of
String Theory, the study of such theories in the more general setting demonstrates some
of the intricacies of the renormalisation process. We have discussed the renormalisation
of four different non-anticommutative supersymmetric theories. The importance of
symmetries in the Lagrangian for renormalisability was made clear by the fact that the
two-dimensional non-linear o-model is non-renormalisable in the non-anticommutative
case. This is despite the fact that the undeformed modelis renormalisable, even with
arbitrarily high interaction terms, due to the zero mass dimension of the fields and
also, therefore, of any couplings. However, the deformation of superspace introduces
terms with a (negative) dimensionful coupling C’”, and the o-model is then found
to be non-renormalisable. The undeformed four-dimensional Wess-Zumino model, on
the other hand, permits only cubic terms in its superpotential for renormalisability,
which appears to be morerestrictive than the two-dimensional case. Despite this, the
introduction of a deformation does not destroy the renormalisability of the theory, as
we have seen from calculating the divergent contributions arising from one- and two-
loop diagrams and their subsequent absorption into the parameters of the theory. This
renormalisability is thanks to non-Hermiticity and the presence of an R-symmetry in
the classical action. For form-invariance, however, it does require the introduction of
new (deformed) terms in the action, which can absorb the divergences arising from
the original deformation. Four natural forms for the action, requiring no non-linear
renormalisation of the auxiliary fields, were discovered at one loop, and two of these
were shown to apply also in the two-loopcase.
In much the same way that gauge theories may be extended to include supersymme-
try with minimal modifications, as was discussed in §2.4, supersymmetric gauge theory
may also be extended to the non-anticommutative case with the introduction of only
a few new elements, such as non-linear renormalisation of gauginos. The form that
a gauge theory can take in non-anticommutative superspace is restricted by consid-
erations of renormalisability and self-consistency, and it would appear at first that a
non-Abelian gauge symmetry forbids the introduction of a superpotential. However, as
we have shown through a complete one-loop analysis, a theory with both an Abelian
gauge symmetry and a superpotential is found to be renormalisable. Natural forms
for this action were also found which were related to those in the ungauged case. In
addition, thanks to the work of [97], another (minor) modification of the action allows
for a non-Abelian theory with a potential, a conclusion which we have confirmed in
the component formalism. One of the reasons for the introduction of supersymme-
try was the hope offinding power-counting non-renormalisable theories that were, in
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fact, renormalisable. The non-anticommutative theories presented in the previous three
chapters provide concrete examples of theories with this property.
The renormalisability of the SU(N) ® U(1) theory has revived the possibility that
the C-parameter is unrenormalised at one loop, as it appeared to be in Refs. [50, 51].
More recent work aims to show that this behaviour extends to higher orders. As an
investigation of the full two-loop behaviour of a deformed theory would be rather com-
plex, work so far has concentrated on partial, more manageable calculations. As the
parameter must renormalise in the same way in each term of the action (for NV = 5
invariance), it is sufficient to investigate the renormalisation in a single term. With this
in mind,thefirst calculation is the two-loop renormalisation of the yC’”fabedbO,0°$°
term of the SU(N) @U(1) theory of the previous chapter. The reasonsfor this particu-
lar choice of interaction are two-fold. Firstly, the interaction contains no auxiliary field
and is not affected by the non-linear renormalisation of F’ discussed in previous chap-
ters. This eliminates from the calculation any ambiguities relating to these non-linear
renormalisations, such as those discussed in chapter 6. Secondly, there are difficulties
arising in the computation of fermion diagrams at two loops due to the appearance of
factors such as €4”?"¢,,, for which identities are ambiguous when evaluated away from
four dimensions. The interaction term was chosen so as to contain no external fermion
lines in order to reduce the numberof occurrences of such ambiguous terms; in fact,
our choice proved to avoid such factors altogether. However, a similar problem arose
in the form of an e“”?°C,, factor. This factor is easily evaluated in four-dimensions,
giving €4”??C,, = 2C#”, as C is self-dual. A modification of this relation away from
four dimensions (such as exists for e“”?%a,,) would seem a reasonable assumption;
however, consistent renormalisation appears to impose the four-dimensionalrelation in
the general case. The consequence of this is that we must modify instead the relation
Cry = Ce, (o4”)7 away from four dimensions.
Working at higher loop orders has returned us to the issue raised in §4.2.3 of the
differences between dimensional regularisation (DREG) and its supersymmetric coun-
terpart, dimensional reduction (DRED). The two-loop calculation of Zg includedin this
calculation was computed (in Ref. [103]) in DREG and must, therefore, be translated
into DRED. A further proviso for this calculation was the choice to limit the consid-
ered contributions to those containing a Yukawa vertex. This choice was initially made
simply to avoid a proliferation of contributions since the remaining O(g*) diagrams are
numerous. Therefore, any conclusion drawn from the calculation is only correct up to
quartic order in the gauge coupling. However, this calculation does confirm that the
C-parameter has no Yukawa-dependent renormalisation at two loops which seems to
support our conjecture that C remains unrenormalised at this order [104].
Ofcourse, it would be preferable to include the g‘ termsin the calculation in order to
provide a conclusive result for the two-loop renormalisation of C. Unfortunately, there
is an additional complication concerning these diagrams: namely the appearance of
contractions of the form €4”°? €,¢ag, whose consistency with identities involving C is not
clear away from four dimensions. Onepossibility for circumventing these complications
is the adoptionof a different regularisation scheme: differential regularisation allows one
to work purely in four dimensions and would, therefore, avoid the ambiguities mentioned
above [105]. Another approachis to avoid these terms byrestricting calculations to the
ungauged theory. For this reason, another avenue of inquiry is into the higher-order
behaviour of the deformed Wess-Zumino model of chapter 6. In particular, we are
investigating the three-loop behaviour of the gC"60,60, term in this model — a
calculation which is currently still in progress.
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Analternative meansof sidestepping the problematic terms mentioned above would
be to avoid loop calculations altogether. It is possible that one may be able to find a
Slavnov-Taylor-type identity guaranteeing the non-renormalisation of the C-parameter
to all orders. The most natural approach to finding such an identity would seem to be
via superfields. Preliminary efforts in this direction in the superfield formalism appear
promising but it is, as yet, unclear how the result will manifest itself in components.
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Appendix A
Useful Formulae for Dimensional
Regularisation
There follows a list of formulae for d-dimensional momentum spaceintegrals in Eu-
clidean space
/ ad] 1 — (-1)"P(n— 4) (x)Q@nt@—AP~ api Tm) \A
(2Q7)4 (12 — Ayr ~ (4n)3 9 T(n)
 
 
 
1FP? +heh + Po?)fi ete
=
cetinsinay
 
(2m)4(? —A)” (4n)2 (nm) A
(A.1)
from which we may derive the following
dtk 1 — 1 T(m+n- 4) T(4 —n)P(¢ —m) 1
| (Qn)4 (k2)™[(k —p)2]" 1622 T(m)T'(n) I'(d—m-—n) (p2)mtn-$
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by means of
1
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(a Ay + 2gAq)?” P(m)P(n) (A.3) 
1
7 [ dax1dx26(x1 + xq — 1)
0
The I function has poles at every non-positive integer. Around these points, it can
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be expanded as
 (—1)" “1_ = — = A.T(—n+ €) Tie 14 D540) ( 4)
where ¥ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
In addition, C(x) obeys
T(1i+2) =2I(a) Va (A.5)
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Appendix B
Identities for SU(N)
The following identities are of use in computing group theory factors [100]
N?2 N?-12~ w~ —4 ~~ owe
ap?) — —__g% aprpe| — abcir [D°d"| = o, tr |DeDD*
=
— a
Se. ee N2—A4
oP pe| = abe am pel =i abctr [PPB] va tr [FDP] pe,
tr [ForRed] =ia (atpoe + getspat)
(B.1)
12 Nam Dept
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